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A c xaminat

Although much

small steps,

we wI.sh the

we wish to me

purpose.

The student i

in passages of

section.is pro-

to write a wo

to Use This Pr

_

of the text will reveal ain basic features:

the information to 'be imparted is broken .down into

e book also contains passages of straight text, Where,

_dent to consider a concept in its entirety, or where

ete a transition to a new idea, or for some similar

cases, the stu

circling to let

correct

required to respond in some way at each stbp", except

straight text. A special response sheet for each

ofided. Frequently, the required mode of response is

or numeral which completes e sentence. In other

ent is asked to indicate a choice of responses by

et. From time to time exercises gppear for which the

answers are supplied at the back of-the book. These exercises

provide specie; opportunity for the studenT to write up solutions in

complete and acceptable form.

The student's

correct reepo

except where

esponse is immediately reinforced by checking against

es which are furnisheeto him. Since most of these -a

is referred to the answer key.-are of necessity close

to the items tc which they correspond they are in shaded zones. In

the preface to Ithe text, we suggest to the student that he will find

it helpful to (lover the shaded zone with a piece of paper or a card

while he mkes his response. -

Of course, the stu _ will gain little by blindly copying respondes.

teaCher should encourage the attitude that by so doing the student 'cheats"

himself. On the other hand, learning Is an

littl-e ground for concern if 4iie student occas ly verifies his esp6nse

before writing it., In particular, students should not feel that working the

program is an extended test situation, and teachers should help them to define,

goals in terms of ideas _d skills mastered, rather than of the number of

responses completed. We hope that students will become aware that they can

often learn from mistakes.

The classroom uses of the book may vary according ,o the abilities and the

mathematical background of the students, from a coMpletely self-paced technique

to a more conventional. situation in which the book is used as a basic text, with

opportunities _ _ discussion and individual help.

ve process, and there seems

one
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For suPerior students, self-pacing may be eapecialitr effective, since it

Amuld enable such students to move rapidly. This would be :particularly true

in the early chapters ich include much material with which they may already -

4:b e familiar.

For students of average ability, part of'sthe workirig*of the program theft, ::,,_

be done in class, with the teacher free to move about, giving individ1ual'help ' .,

and guidance. With the rest of the work'done outside of class, theeroup will
. . .

b6 enabled tocqnove at a uniform pace, with time avaijable for class discussion

at frequent interv_s.

The programed format also makes easible saZieral flexible arrangements:

1. A student who is absent fox' several days can be expected. to gain

more from working through the program on his own than he could learn
7--

from an ordinary, text without-special heir% V

2. A student who enters the class late in the year should. be able to

catch up more easily, with less extra assistance- than would be

possible with. a conventional text.

3. The student-wa often drops behind and becomes hopelaessi-dost

conventional class may be abte to ontinue at his own pac in this

text, and thus salvage(lsomethin.fromthe year's work.

,W. For students who needs,mire help Wilth etails of the work, "branches'

have been built in to rovide this aid. Also, detailed solutions to

in the answer key Action.a many problems will be

7. From time to time "sk_ips" are provided in order that the more able

student is not forced to waste time on what he has already mastered,

Or to suffer miles,: reuetItion of details which are needed by the

.less able.

6. Starred exereiseS haye bees in._Muled ii. many places: These contain

more shatlenctur questions, and(Vrovide ip=terestin work for the

superior student wnlie tbe lesoab7e student is engaged in proceeding

slowly, or in over minor e ails.

The as-roach, In if te.:mtias in the MSG First Course in AlEebra on which

this is based, is -i lrel evory son- ept introduced

appears repeatedly late For tids reason, the tensher, who is usipg a text of

this sort for the f!n.'t 1:;,o 1 ti-PA !:ate-;; or mpry topics

1 is nat to to rlstt met.



ance Changes in the arrangement of some topics and in some details of
=

treatment have been.made in this final revision, it is suggested. that even

thou. teachers who are familiar with the First Course in Algebra should work

',through the' program with care. This proced_e is, of course, impe7'ative for

the teacher who is teaching-SMSG Algebra for the first time.

The progrhm is intended to provide a fuT, yeatts course for -a 'superior

student with a good backgroundin such topics as those included in the SMSG

texts for gradds 7 and 8. For'less-.able students and students wit out such
% i

bac oUndi it is necessary to select, from the weklth of material in.the text,

thcise tOpies -which are basic to aft\Edequate course in first year algebra. In,

general, however; we suggest that Perfe 1 and 2 should be covered in tie first

C

ilhalf of the school year.

For the average student whose background is 4argely traditional arithmetic,

the unstarred items in the following chapters form a thinimal course:

Chapte = 1-18

Chapter 20

Ghapter 22

time Per-61 s this may be enriched' by adding sections or chapters,

and. by assigning starred items.

Although tin construction of suitable chapter tests is left to the skill

E
aid, judgment of the teacher,t the end of this volume (poke 90) are. suggested

test items for each chanter, which have -he,en complied as an -aid. in testing for

the goals of the chapter.



OVERVIEW

Since the programeliaelfecontained, it tb4 sepee that the student should

be able to follow the details Orthe mathematical development, t1Is outline is

rather brief. We hope that the outline..,will guideuthe teacher in understanding

the ideas that Underlie themathematical presentation.

The general plan of the course is to build 'Upon thegtulent's experience

with arithmetic. We assume that the student is familiar with the operations of

addition and multiplication in arithmetic. The student has probably had

exposure, to using a number line. In Chapters 1-4 the student is red to extract

from his experience the fundamental properties-of addition and multiplication.

Thes4chapters also introduce the language of 4tts, the notion of variable,. and

the concept Ofeerder on the number line. Minch of this 'Material may be familiar

to many students. It is hoped that these chapters may be covered_quickly. In

the early chapters the student will become Acquainted with the mechanics of the

eprog smwhile dealing with mater al which is not entirely new to him.

Chapter is of a special f It is designed to assist the student'

in developing skill' in using the langeage and symbolism of algebra-in reiatio
, -

,to word problems.

Part 2 (Chapters -11) begins with the introduction of the negative real

numbers. This introduction is Made by adjoining the set of negative reel

numbers to the set of numbe-Pe of arithmetice The number line is used to pro-

vide a geometrically intuitive model. Some students hive had experience
4

negative numbers, but our use of "opposites" will probably Pe new. Addition

and multiplicay.on ere then defined for the real numbers. We base dense defi-

nitions on the student's abi ty to add and multiply in arithmetic, on-the

1definition of "o osite" and t the desire to preserveethe fundamental proper-

ties, Thus, we "extend " .these operations from the set of numbers of arithmetic
.

to the set of real numbere. Adopting the samepoiniof view, wq extend the

order relation "is less then' to the real numbers and develop the basic propdr-
-..

tles of this telktion
--.,

.-----

At the end of Chapter 10, the-development of the real number system is
'-.

summarized. The fundamental properties of addition, multiplication and,order

are listed. These are axioms for an ordered field, a4tDough.wedo not use this

terminology. The Completeness Axiom, which is needed'for a full definition of

the real number system, is not pre tinted. At thi point, wI also list the

various theorems which have be-n discussed. Chapter 11 co_tal= defillitiC b of

-1,



Lion and divieen in terrat of addition and mul lication, respectively.

completes the Asion of the arithmetic of the non-negative numbers to .

the real numbers.
v.

Part 3 begins with a chapter on the factorization of positive integers.

.Vole of this material will be in thp nature 'of review to most students. 'It:is

iriclude4 at thisxoint for several reasons, Iis,needed in working Anth

fractions avd polynomials; and we yi;sh tor point4.put, later an, the nalogfes

'between factoring i tegers and factoring polynomials.- In addition, ti terial

is interesting in its own right.and it offers a change of page for the student.

Chapters 13-17 deal largely with topics that are uthially considered as -

"elementary algebra". These topics are fractions, eponen radicals, and

polynomials. As Manipulative skills are developed, the' studrnt is expected to

understand the -reasons which justify-;the manipulati_ . These reasons, in

..,tur=n, depend on the earlier material; that is, on the fundamental propert

of 'the read-number system. Part.3 concludes with the- igation-of the

technique of.completing the square to the general quadrati p-amlynomial,

2 4

ax bx c.
.47:e

More advanced, topics are found in part 4,' including rational expressions,
, .

equivalent equttions and inequalities. Tie real number plane, graphs of linear

equations and inequalities, systems of linear equations and.inequalities and

graphs of quadratic polynomials-are the topics of apters

Chapter 24 provides an introduction to the important concept of function.

Only real valued functions of a real variable are considered. The; rate of

progress through the program will vary from studeilt to student, but we hope

that the better students will be able to complete the.material op functions. -

There is available a book written spedificaIly to explain the mat he tical

thinking behind MSG First Course in AlgebljaThis is Elpag,.S u -the-

matic-3, Vol. III, StruJTI..e of Elementary Algebra. (Yale Universi 1961.)

Singe he.programed'material hw been developed from Tat Course, the Paag

volume 1L1 a valuable reference.



INTEPEUCTION TO 'PART 1

Chapters 1-5)

a point of view adopted by the authors 9f t,is programed text is that

in algebra has he a great deal of experience

with the techniques of err thmetic. He may or m not had some intre-

duction to the algebraie ructure underlying these techniques.- Therefore,

we bkgin by,reviewl- the operations ofr addition and-multiplication for the

numbers of arithmetic (the non:negative real numbers), and stating the prop-

erties of these operations in algebraic language. No attempt is made to prove

these propertiesrthegeneral are made from numerical examples which

are familiar to the student.

the'student of a first c

The first four chapters may be thought of as the introduction or "prglogue"

to the course. In these chapters we intffiloduce the language of algebra. The

idea of "set" plays an important role throughout this course, but we do not

attempt to develop formal concepts from set theory.

A great deal of use is made of the "number line". Here we give a:geometric

interpretation of the numberS 'Under consideration. In this part we establish

a one-to-one correspondence between the numbers of arithmetic and all points
'Y

of line to the right of the number 0, and the number-0 itself. The

con opt of order is derived from this corresporkdence.. "Less than"

Te4mean "to the left of" on the number line:

. Although the operations of subtraction and division are famili o the
',.._

sincestudent, we do no emphasize these as separate_ operation- we shall con-

defined

on the agvelOpment of the real number field with the opera

addition and multlication.

At the end of, this introduction is a summary of the properties the

operations of addition -Lid multiplication f4 the numbers of arithmetic

The firal chapter of Part 1 serve- to strengthen the use of the mather

matical language developed, by concentrating on the mathematical int rpretktiOn

, 7

-- of

of verbal prob;ems. (



5.

SETS AND T14E NUNEBER. LINE

Students who 1-lave studied Mathematicso,fo Junior High School will

have had Lome experience sets an the number Mile: They may be -able to
,

go through this chapter fbther AuloEly but they thou l,d at least dde review,

problems to be sure th.4 undestaxid. the concepts.,

1-1, Sets rind into

1though all of\the first sets listed. qt. the outao the c het }ter are

not:examolec of sete of numbers, we move quickly in-the text cons4dersition'

such sets. At itLis:time we intro,duce the notation.used fOr

define interspction of sets and

sively throuch

and familiar.

miss

sets since these are useful concepts,

ibe. Although the symbols tj and flt are not. used eten-

,ext, the notation is introduced since it is bOth useful

- We define and distiguish between the set. of whole numbers and the Vet of

counting numbkra or Aaturad numbers, but we find the set of whole numbers more

useful for our purpotes. With the discussion of real numb--s in Chapter 6, '

the term integers will be introduced to designate whole numbers and their

opposites Criegatives),

There are three common errors mode icy- s In workinr4 with the empty

set. Themost common is the confusion of and O. Another mistaRe.is to

use the words "bp empty set" or "a null set" instead of "the empty set". There

is 'tfl,4 one empty re. t, though it has many descriptions, A third error is the

use of t.h symbol

I- 2 'the Number` Line

instead of 0

The u cinber line ,r-ri an illustrative and motivat.ionctl device, arid

our disoursion-nf it ip quite intuitive and informal_ As was the case: with the

preceding section,. Mote questions are raised than can Ice anSwered immediately,

Present on the number line implicitly axe point- corresponding to the

neaa t. eve numbers, as is sugaerted by the reference to a thermometer scale and

by the presence in the illustrations of the left side of the number line'.

Since, however, the plan (di; the course is to move directly to the considerd

-Lion of the propertdes of the operations on , on-negative aumbers, anything

more than casual recognition of the existence rmf the negative this'

tlmo would be a distraetLon.



We emphasize the fact thatcoordinate is the number,which is-associated

with a point-on the line. Although we must be carefUl not to confuse coordin-

ate of a point with the point itself, we widl often say "the-4cint 4" 1.7M/0

we mean the point with coordinate 4. Thin is in keeping with the usual.

language of mathematics.

The distinction between number a haute of cc number comes up here or the .

first time. ,-
. r.

.A Observe that the gener, al statement concerning rational -numbers is not a

definition, becLuse 7
we do :not at this point include the negative' rational

numbers.. After we have introduced negative nymbers in Chapter Li we will have

A definition ofrationbi numberav--17br,ibe moment we want to have the idea
..

that numbers like ,7.4 etc. , are among the raliondls.- It is also popsible

to soy that a number represented by a fraction indicntinc the quotient of a
.

whole number by a counting number is a raionat number.

A rational number may be represented by 'a. fraction, but some-ratioM-14)

numbers m -----4yalso,be representectby other numerals.

tine gives the name "2"' on well as the fractions

the.,snumber 2. The same dLagram makes clear

The number line illustra-

if-, II

,
TI TI H

to naffiT

that riot all' .rationa2 numbers axe

hole numbers. ihe student's may have seen some fractions that do not represept4-
,

171 '''', 417,
rati_Onaj numbers; such A =,-- , -, etc. So-called. "decimal fractions" are

: 2
' no , by this definition, fractions.'

It is necessary to keep the words "rational number' ang "fraution" care-
,

fully distinguished- ;Later on in the course it will be seen that. the me,- g

of the term "tract Ion' inc any expression, possibly involving variate _-,

whibh ir in the form of an indicated quotient.

The idea of "density" of therational numbers is introduced. By "denaity"

of numbers we mean that between city two numbers there is always-another, and

hence tim-A between any two numbers there -are infinitely many numbers. This

supped;; that, on the number line, between any two points there is always

another point, and, in fact, infinitely many points.

AtINuch it is a;:ijurated that the studer.s are familiar with numbersclike

47, cc, etc the discussion of :irrational numbers is postponed until later in

lhe-cours.

For the time being, until ChaTter we'nh tal. concentrate on yKe hen-

nemative real numbersc iti.; set of nUmtlers,.including 0 and alt.rtabers

which are coordinates of points to the richt of 0, we call the set of

numbers of arithmetic. After we estabiish the. properties of operations on

-these numbers (in Chapter 4) we sha'l consider the set of .all. real numbers

-whi_ch includes the utzative nlImber:7 (in Chapter 6), Then in Chapters 7, 1, 9

and 10, we ;pell out the properties of operaticins on ;OA real numbers.

It

I

14 4



1-3. Addition and MUltiplication on the Number Line

We use this graphical. device to illuotrate somepf the properties of

.additiQn- and multinlication of the real numbers. The -question, "What number

added to to 7" -leads to the illustratioq of subtraction on the number

We interpret "8 a 5" meaning, the rXimbor adUed.oto 7 is

that is,

a isothe as T + n 6.

The problem, T - 3 - n, leads n the numbers to the left of U. These

problem xe deferred. until -.11 or the negative sumhers ye introduced.

The importance of the idea. of cloeure under given operations follows

naturally from the above problem, since theonumlers of arithmetic are not

. closed undeubtraction. We end tads chapter with a fOw examples of sets

that are or are not closed under given operhtions.



Cliapter 2

NUMERALS AND VARIABLES

In this chapter we begin to make precise the language of algebra :that we

still use throughout this course. Agaln, much of this nay he fairdliar to some

6f the students and they might well go through this chapter very quickly.

2-1. Numeral. -d Numerical Phrases

The aim of this section is to bring out the distinction betwe4ml numbers

themselves and the names for them aril also to introduce the notion of a ph2 ='.e

Along the way, a number of important conventions used i_ algebra are pointed

out.
A P

We do not want to make a precise definition of "common td,ime".. The tezmt

is a relative one ani Should be usedAuite informally. Vote'that some numbers,

such an zap, do not have what we would: wish at this time` to call a common
1 _1 9name, while some may haVe several common names (e.g., .7, O.') and,- 27, 7, etc.).

2
- The ideas of indicated sum and indicated product are very handy, partic-

ularly in di'scussing the distributive-property, and will be used frequently.

The agreement about the preference for mditiplicAtion over addition is

made to facilitate the work with expressions and not as an end in itself. In

certain kinds of expressions the agreement might also apply to division as

well as multiplication, for example, when division is written in the form,

or 2 1- 3. We prefer to avoid these forms. We use the form 3 whenever
3

possible.

The use of parentheses might be compared to the use of punctuation marks,

in the writing of English. Emphasis should. be placed on the'use of parentheses

o enable us to read expcessionn without ambiguity and not on the technique of

,manipulating parentheses.

The words "numeral" and "numerical phrase" denote almost the rbme thing,

A phrase may be a more complicated expression which involves some operations

"numeral" includes all these and also the common names of numbers. The term

"numerical phrase" i6 a useful term for a. numeral which involves indicated
.

operations.

The idea of writing T 2 as a sentence may seem add th[s is

a perfectly good mathematical sentence which happens to be false. The concept

of "true" or "false" sentences is an important one and becomes particularly

fruitful when we discuss variables and open sentences; in Chapter

10
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Although we do not define biaaryiloperation explicitly--we do indicate that

the operations of addition and multiplication, are binary operations. That is,

the sum of two numbers of arithmetic is a'uique number of arithmetic and the

product-of two numbers of arithmetic is a unique number of arithmetic. From
A

this we infer that closure of the set-of whole numbers under these operations

will o imply uniTieness of sum and product.

We shall return to the properties in Chapter 4 where general statements

using variables wi4- be given. They are discussed here not only as a part of

the "spiral Methodi.but because the distributive property is needed in intro-

ilducing the concept of variable.

e Distributive F'mPerty

In this section we consider the distributive property of multiplication

over addition. We do not continue to use the complete none but simply call

this the distributive propel -sty. We verbalize this in terms of numbers of

arithmetic and include true and false sentences. The aim of these, in the

cases in which the sentences are true, is .to have the student recognize their

truth, not because both tides can be reduced to the-same common,name, but

because the sentence is an example. of _'true pattern. The false sentences are

.intended to catch some mistakes students might make through misunderstanding

of the distributive property, or misuse of the notation for mixed fractions.

2-4. Variables

1

The word "variable" has nmay,cohnotations in mathellics and is, indeed,

a difficult word to define. An it isaused.here, it represents an unspecified

number from a given set of numbers. Thus, in the problem used to introduce

the ter" "variable", the variable is used -to represent a number from the set

(1,4, 1001. In other problems, the variable may represent an unspecified

number of arithmetic or an unspecified: whale number. The important idea here

is that the variable al- ays rpresents a umber; that is, "x" or "n" or

any letter used as a va _ pble names a null er from a given set.

of numbers from which the xalues,of the variable are chosen is

called the domain of the variable. In this port of the text, the domain is

assumed to be the set of numbers of arithmeticuniess otherwise specified.

"Variable" will be discussed again in these Notes for Chapters 16 and 18.

Once variables have been introduced we distinguish between "numeric:al

phrase" and "open phrase". This offers no trouble since an open phrase is

defined to be a phrase containing one or more variables.

Note 'that we use the language, "if n is 7" or "let n have the value

7", rather than "a - 7". "n = 7" j:3 , -n open sentence in our terminology=

12



Chapter

OPEN SENTENCES
0

3=h1, Open Sentences.

We call a sentence which involves a vnxlable an "open sentence" mince we

cannot decide whethnr the nontbnca in tune or false.

'Once the domain of the vaxiatle in defined cocci the value is assigned to

the variable, we (-_:!11 say either the sentence is tune or the sentence is false.

The values of she Vrixie which make the sentence true. are called "truth

numPor'o". At this -point we are interested in findinE the truth numbers by

ueosino". In lnter chantern we discuss tncnnic.pbs-t of findlnE truth

numtnrn,

Irutci e of Onon Sentences

- We dc A! thc nes . of truth numibrs of sn anon sentence the truth set of the

open sentence.

Wb !nico clod f-ath acsth opcn sentences which ;nib nor equations.

eixa,mtdbm, the ',f1,1_,h cc1 (Jf

If

ia the net of -hTi .ithmotic except 3.

We the tcutn rn- h [-toes open scc tehcem i.e., we locate the

- mx t1ro cc I Lc anbb coardinntes are the numbers in the truth net.DOL.'

Sentences lice :51

A matnesmntianl apbenne be of the loin

3 1"
1

The meaninc, of "<" io lerntel from the position of the potnts on the number

iinn. That in, in true if nnd only if the point with coordinate 3

icc to -the taft a int with coarlinato 4. The concept of "order relation"

is deferred unt1 toes-sac- ac whhr-,1 Po disc 15c13 this for the set of all real i

rinmLq-!.c;;

In Items I, the hetween nuhtraction and order is implict

This in in Iceeninm nith the spiTe,l nechninue of this text. Subtractipm in not

discussed an an operation nnIii Li-nter 1.

Tne .rl-ncc h of tbb tiacSh neto of ine qtalities presents no new problem.

.19



3-4. Compound entences

The analogy between mathematicalaclieJae and English ic continued with

the idea of compound ntencee re iirrt}ielrvtj. l ure of "er" should be per-

ticularly noted. This is the oime oo the lege': term ".nd or" rother than the
.

excl sive or or ondlnry

The diocussioh in the textj my ...1-.mmari:-,ed 7n the rol!owin tflble where

p and q are mathematic -!oriteroc,-1 n,-1(1 F !:le,J,n true .12d

recpectiveJy,

tt-

WP u indi,..Ite the truth V'!111,-._!: n--Jr ne.-MLon compounti sentence:

II "b :3nd In iL o frH;± (tho! lo, if'"not

and if p lo true, then q :l-

nJ 1- .11.,

'ccze ,Dre Lr -Lne oroon or: thuoFe:1_, -orcui'hout the text both

in the proor,-:, of theorem the problem.,.

Th,=:! truth oLt ol' o compound _ten(!e -',,;ilh the conhective nor" is the

1,1=on%or -the trlIth of th,,,f .'imple ntenct.;. The rxr,,ph of the compound

,;entencc L.: the .-:ct the Trphr of eL-,,oh of the sentences.

The trutb oeu comeounq oculteru-a=2 the connective "and" is the

inter. Oct If the 'truth nr,th- The r7r_.1.pb of the

compound m---,ril,mn(!m common to the ,_-raphs of

aU the :mntenc,
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Chapter 4.

!t.TIIH Dl OFni.ATIONC

_iih f.q0rc-,0 I. 0o0 .e1100 with u utudy of numberh uhd their

',I : ,
hod the te pa oo e and

in intro 000011 th0. nlatter or uthI 10.,-nve nd examine the dIfference.. Arith-

metic conhint. prLP44X17:7 01- 1:it!CfFtr117-,j applination oh lUtot Iftunuel.

of ='11-10 II Ii o tteppt ih uhitrtJAy made oil

In airetrq, -717-1 0-*- 1771,:, 0-0,0-00i, -0' w.nderhinhdinr ruther

thorour,h::.: vhiy Aueen,- und t'he 01010 00: we qo they do. We

nearch 1--009 feu Me. 0 1 0. nud the nrithmetie opennt[ons

th tH:.! In hoit we rire interehted in

what matht=i_i-Mi., "htruillire" of the "hystem" of number.

It m. 1rLvtleE: of our and of the

to the ctudent f7.0m. the

.1.'111:1110L-11 no: oxpliolt

1Le htuient d]hnover home of these

,-._.hapter the pr0tertioe one

formaLized, The coo i -e ih ma-tematicnA. ,LanpuniTe we

have leve !ire "00:00' -.7T, -00 '7=01 n. , 1-.71 1Vt: nrc,pertiec, for Loth ndAition

and ium th.lt ..fhl wh,,it we haii t]j nddition

Hn.apehl: tf I. We, niive 01 :10 included

the 01, o.: hot ti nuid he deduced Ion:,

i -that -01 there propertico

nut. Hr re we ,:re (2ohniderinr, only the

.tieu Imt 0001 001 u Foot deal ot technique in

the hit!x-pl-ifiation a: an -...-, 10 here bee note it it: an

,r,hhehtin. Cennre tt-,nt nC 0700 itude of exercineh required to

Fain manlhuinti-:e tn a tt idfin-h Cr= Ifhidh the techryilue

derive their roll

the no dv;I: wu:

element,:

ti_ve thiht:

.0r0.0i1.0 10n0-in-t," the point other:

deveoped, and

or lot.
or: 0000100, 0ith the identity

00 0:10 prfrpt, f I.

1,007-- 7 oh tie the 0 joiLure prppert .00 re lire
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two and t associative and distri utive proper-tie.- three. Thus, the properties

which are easiest to state conic firt3-.

4-1. Identity ElementS

The addition property of 0 state that 0 is the identity element for

addition., Likewise, the multiplication property of I states thnt 1 is the

identity element for multiplication. We prefer to 6tte there aE;, "two-sided"

Properties in order to save steps in proofs. We appeal to the commutative

property for addition and for multiplication rib a juE-3tification for the "two-

sided" statement, since these properties 1,..ere'''Itclieimi" iniCliapter 2. Later

in this chapter, DDct.Lon 4-74,ye restate these probertieb in the language of '

alp;ebra.

The multiplication property of is not, lite the others, a fundamental'

property of the number system, but it can be derived from the other properties.

It isaincluted. here because we shall waht to use it frequently.

The multiplication 4iropePty of I ir used to help simplify fractions.

The student will rememSer from nrithmet+c that any rational number can be
, .

written in reduced form. Ibis is equivalent to saying that and
K.b

name+; for the same number. In fact, this follows from the definition of mul-
n a p.atiplication rational numbers; i.e. and finally, the fact
n a k.b

thet 1 for any positive number ef arithmetic U.

Later in the ...n.)urae we shall use these same ideas for all reel numbers.

Closure

We have a] ready stated that closure of a .net under a given operation will

in uniquenes2. That is, if a and h are numbers of nrithmetic, a + b

is a unique number of arithmetic end a is a unique number of arithmetic.

4-- Asro iative and. Commutative Properties of Addition and Nultiblieation

What we have done here is translate the English otatements of the asswis

lative and commutative properties obtained in Chapter 2 into the language of

algetra. dip I. an example of a typeroblom which is considered more

syatemtically in Chapter The bc-rTaxison of the English statement with the

r'' rail statement the advantadN of the latter in loth clarity tand

simplicity.

We show other binary operatdoni which are neither associative nor commuta,

-live.

2`Z



A short ection is riven on preferred form for 1 nTrals like

3abc and.

It is simply better form to wrJA lxy, rather than

Jt=-1 The Distributive Property
,

This is the proptrty that reAstes the two operations in which we have been

interested. We state two forms of the distributive property;

.de

For alt. numbers of arithmetic a b., afd c;

(b t o) - aN,

(b thc)a - ba

We then write the other two forms uhilw the commutative property. We choose

to write either of the above az the distributive property in order to cave

sVps in proofs.

ThiS proPerty I. hsed ti ti and time ,,tJn throuohout this texf-nd is of

fundmUcattal importance in sin ti of tb on f' fol]ow Tim otudent will vsin

facility with use and should not Lc expected to attain fuiil mastery et this time.

Tide terms "indicated product" and "indicated ourn " have been introduced to

hpin the student see the pattern of the distrit.tive Property as well as tfo see

the difference between the foIm:

uti
t v)

:xt t xw yt vw.

In this section the otudent tdh ehance Ice; 1,1(2 mary of the properties

to "simplify" an open phr ex- l-m , in nimplifyin

t 4x) (3Y GY)

t 6)

the student needs to use the L005i11 iV,2 !Lc', 4:ottcLo.zire pz-site-r-Lie odditJon

and the distributive property.

The pattern for ",:T1.7.1:-1,!

is give this time; hut the emahanis in on t_11. of 1,11c2 i. Li'inet we

propert, -Ether th-n on the square of o rinomisl.



The NUmf)ern of AritNmette

Now that we hav6: formn.1 ized U plEopert H. !,d, H i. !,,!ci 14-u t Li LLF Tion

fo'r the numbers of aTithmetir, we ;t t 0 lint He [-ropertien !Ind TO dincunn

the motivation of this text.

qhe nystem o1 the nunitern of !if 11 L HOT 0 0411-111)(7f:rS
e .

the operationc On theo numt,er.:, rtcli 11,n, )1n!

enjoy). The structure thin L-!ytelf. unde-. t roe.: ;:':

with which the .rstudent in familittr.

We have studied iiy tno properti. (711- t ;`H. .!nd I 1. 1 C)11. 1-,1_11-)1

have recognized tqLit the operaLlon.. r 1

number;;.of arithmetic 'de L'' liar ta the otnt,,,p1. .t 10:;11HV' NUM=

gets of 7.'1.1thmetic: areJso undo-n eiLvio o! 1;--oi!,.-r, if -. iof

any non row numher of sithmetie, _there a woii.en 'b

that ph fll. Thiin idea (of the m-ult11.0i,.!tive invero) di:oin!oed

Chapter ) for a-11, real number, after e hnye extendt_ni

the nerative ren: ntnijHesn Ont!e. the !Lit) in! Lve ;!vroc-, 'teen, defined5

we are' to define div ininin in ,1..etn Jt!' 1' tnli.nt It (Chal.tier 1 ) we

find. that we do not need to coll.-idol' 11!_1, lct;r t hi n oper:tri i on.

Suttraction prenentn a different rn!j' numter.: of' J.1-1.hmetiro nre

not cicsed under u1,A-1-Letion, Thut, aod r,IC two d' o t humE,ern

9f arithmetic, then one of cue - a o-4! I ti-to, ! !! iiomber

arithmetic. Another wa,y ETZurQO: T -that the solution tet it; the

e!Ittatj_on a X It for a. non- -,-.[!o) ntn!:el! !,Joill-E!:ctic. io th- pUl I .et.

Once we extend our Y1_11.1 1-11i!-1-t vQ nun.; ( Chonter we c!r_411

cJive the equailnri I Itumnern n x

inYernec or pppo! -theh :-.111'trcl-n1 in term,1

addltloP (Chpter

You will t-Ina H o_ot-2

naten- for Ch!apter

2-4

7



CharAer

r[F.171-1.,D,OL",

wci-1 --1Ahem,Itie:1! ilfterprtittic-rt of

he 1dnt 1-11,111Ther 17:7Au3fie,

Cr1 In [,[ c n::? rn!' !:[[,[[[ [1, he [[t[.-,..:(.--[r In thin ,urction, the

eeC ilth:l[4-2.1 we :._ve heekiny IC in -tlie

ht?.-tielT.1,c, the t:wL he err enrenee.

L[1[-[ 1[1,[1:12.ti hi.le-h to -find the numbefl. which

:ten In thin preeedure.
J

-Le :de :!nd .1_1.4ptrnted

tepT, !Ire thelt

hind the -,;Ldth..t.,,

c- 1 he rer"t_pilc, le;

he width.

th,r7tt

!.t the pa-51:r.] ent, then

if'

ih the width, then we :_ale pked.

N ,, the ?pun .1_,,,entence

I hhd the herein

The edit ,,-.11 we

truth, el onlein ,-. -the

,i thp (Ten

Cr 1; 1
[1[[[-1 hhtc[ lhh den;; thi



would iend to many different ideas-in ii ,clazuroom discuLsion and we try. to

build in rome 1 j veriety in the procirm.

, We continue to cliphasie the fact that o. vcr4:'nble murt-represent El,number.

phAsed and Open F1/:e:
, 4

WP reven nroednre 11-le pievionr andoifina the open phraser

Z,-ce.:.ted by itillen word. pin-ti.. Thiw, we ore one step closer to the desired

'()r-0--operisOnterce ugTested by word probicmis.

Ittenprellinr, Open ':,"entence

We cotinne the techniatie 01' tronc. 12'ci wAl-wrn%t c tb En 1,1 riL

:caui Fed.
7 ftr-',--_,11)1,2n

rg.mrrerr4V,

W-titio47 ()Pen :!"entenepc

deve!opment:. We firot fnd the open phrare,
\--

di the exprenr the rel..1onhir ItO y, the: problem to find on open sen-
1.

Note TP1t we do not try to -fiveo :erie of rules f(i)r rueciaA types of

prnblemt :nich an 11_i4ture nrobie!-ri-,_ We orb intererted in havinr the rtudent

find the re!ctionrhiuh it 11 elti ronc-them, roiher Liar iR p.',J;vinc -him strict type

ro-e I if ii
,ttpdent ,:houJoi he yininpL. of the ill' it of the vorichle in the open

1",bb] Oil.. The '1,1:: it. utartily specified by

tne terl, For ec,i;b-ie; prui". et, 1:: .-tt,-_:)1t the 1101111 CI' of rtudentb, the

dc!:,albc be 11lE2 ::et of wiL-ile wherecs in the prat em .-1,"bout the

width ' the rfacton;=e, evf%-, net-nen number on' arithmetic 1-, in the domain

nob ;.},1



OWCTION TO PART 2

flaying reset the stage" by a rather careful §tudy of the non-negative real

nuMbers,drawing heavily on previous knowledge of arithmetic,we are .now re

to examine the set of real numbers. Our procedure As to examine theiinegative

half of the number line. We give names to the.points to the left of zero.

Our point of view is that -e extend the already familiar set of numbers of

Rxithmetic- by attaching, adjoining, the set of negative numbers. The result-

ing aet is the Let numbers, Thus approach has several advantages. ',We:

do not need to distingu_.- "signed" and "unsigned" numbers; for-us the non-

neg%yereal, numbers are the numbers of arithmetic. When, the operations of

addition and multiplication are defined, we need not prove that

properties hold for the non-negative real numbers.. In fact, we

definitions by-pointing out that these operation's in the set.of

the familiar

motivate dour .

real numbers

t yield resultg for the non- negative real numbers,which are constant with

our,ealte0expeience.

After introducing: the negative Numbers we define addition, mul iplication,

and order 1 the next chapters. Atthe end of Chaptc2 10, we "take - Stock" of
. ..

our dAtelopment to thy, point. In Chapter 11 we once again,"extend" our know-
- . v.

dge by defining subtraction- 'a-nd division in a manner analogolis to their.-

definition in arithmetic.



.Chapter 6

THE REAL NUPMER'

6 -i. The Real Number Line

We introduce the negative numbers in much the same way that we labeled, the

points on the right side of the number lineT.,which correspond to the.numhers of

arithmetip,. Our notation for negative Your, for example, is 4, and we

definitely intend that the dash " be written in a raised position. At

this stage, we do noes want the student to think that something has been done

to the number 4 to get the number -4, but rather thgt 74 is a name of

the number which is assigned to the point 4 units to,the left of 0 on the

number line. In other words, the raised dash is not the symbol of an operation,

but only an identifying markzfor numbers to.the left of zero.

In Section 6-3; the student will be able to think of -4 as the nuiber

obtained from 4 by an operation yelled "taking the opposite". Theoppopite

of 4" will be symbolized as -4, the dash being written in a centered

pos tiod, and will turn out to be a more convenient name for 4.

Since each number of arithmetic has many names, So does each negative

number. For example, the number 7 ilas the names

14
(7 X 1 etc.

Once the negative numbers have teen introduced, we have the objects with

which the student will be principally concerned throughout the next four years

of his Wiathematics education. It is much too cumbersome to have to refer to

"the numbers which correspond: to all the points on the number line" or to "the

numbers-of arithmeticandtheirneand so we use the customary name,

the real numbers. NO special significance should be attached to the word

"real". It is simply the name of this set o numbers.

We do not wish

is not rational wilkbe given in Chapter 1'7). In the meantime simply

vantothe student to see an irrational number 'ouch as 17 or a an to be told

that there are many more. We hope that he comes to realize that is a

between 1.4 and 1.5, between ,1.41 and 1.42,

to'digress too far into, irrational numbers. The proof that

number between 1 and

between 1.414 and: 1.415, and sn on.



Oder on the Real Number Line

A more detailed treatment of "is less than" as an order =relation is pre-
.

sented in ChaPter 10. At this point we simply wish to.rvaiiadthe intuitive

geometric interpretation bf "is less-than" as "is to -the left of on'the number

ine. Thus, the concept of order is extended from our use of this concept in

Chapter,a for the numberd of arithmetic.

Weiintroduce the comparison and transitive properties at this point. These
'e.

propertied could have been stated for the numbers of arithmetib at an earlier

stage.

The comparison property here given .is

of order. Notice that it is a property of

so called the trichotomy property

that is, given any two dif-

ferent numbers, they can be ordered so that one is less than the other. When

the property is stated we must include the third possibility that the numerals

-name the same number. Hence, the name "trichotomy".

Although "a < b" id "l > a" involve different orders, these Sentences

say exactly the same thing about the numbers a and b. Thus, we can State a

trichotomy property of order involving "a." as:

For any number a and. any Wain r b,

exactly one of the following is t_

a = b,

If, instead of concentrating, attention on the order relatidn, we concen-

trate on two different number, then either "a < b" or "a > b" is true,
a

but not both. 1

Similarly, we state the trsn'sitive property for reserving treat-

ment of ">" until Chapter 10. If students inquire, they should be alloyed

to develop statements of the transitive property for other relations: " = ",

">". In later work the -ttudent will encounter still otter relations

with this preperta': "is a fuetor of" for positive integers, congruence in

geometry, etc.

Item 61. asserts that if nnd b < a are both true, we may condlud.e

that renzonable arra innocent aapearing conclusion turns out to

be one of the mu t useful c.riteri4 for deters inine that two variables have the
a.

some vaiu In many ibbtn.bee in the ealeuJI.n.for example, one is able to

show by one areurvaat that b < pa He is then able

to conclude that a b. 21 tWU 111JITY' t 1s, it usbaTly trivial to-check

whether or net the: 'true the umbor the cu se of two numbers, of

e'ouc t --,e,. we hnveenbb e lef

tin numera]7,'J" ,:J1p1(1,- 11,n1
J btiterient 1-0',Q- "If a .b tint] b. a

$ then b" ,eh pinta iieu LOO

Tt b-ohly when our information saemt

29



.In Items 87-95 the student is asked to compare cbrtafn airs qf re
:'
,:.6umbers. The transitive ptoperty may prove useful, bt the student should.

-0 feel free to use all of hfa available methods of attack.

6-3. ppOsitea

We now pOint-out that, except

the two numbers of each pair being

.

for 0, the real numbers occur ea, pairs

equivalent from 0 dh the real -miner line.

We,call each number in such a pair the 2E22ELe of the other. 0 is defined to

be its own qpidOtite.

1184trigl_Observed that each negative number is also'the o Site of a posi-

tive numben t is apparent -plat we have no need for two sytbplisms to denote

the negative numbers. Since the lower dash is applicable to all numerals,:

for real-numbertwhIle the upper dash "
IT has significance only for points to

the left of Zero, naturally retain the lower dash. There areyrother less

important reads for dropping the upper dash in favor of the lower: Fibre

care must be exercised in denoting negative fractions with the upper da41::than

with the lower; the lower dash is universally used, etc. Henceforth, then,

'negative numbers like -5, -(4), I, and, so on, will be written -5,

et.. Thus, we read " -5 " as either "negative 5" or "opposite of 5 .

I, 1 'TTNotice that it is not meaningful to say -7 equa4r negative negative 7)."

1 J_ 1
rather.say,

,,

equals the opposite of negative , or-
,
' 7, equals the

2 a

opposite of the Opposite of 1 If

The student must learn to designate the opposite of a given Rustier by

means of the definition. We do not say and do not let the student say, "To

find the opposite of a number, change its sign". This is very imprecise (in

fact, we have never attached a "sign" to the positive numbers).

The student is well aware that the lower dash I T

" is read, "minus" in

the case of subtraction. We prefer to retain the word "minus" for the opera-

tion of subtraction and not use it. as an alternative word for "opposite of".

Thus', the dash attached to a variable, such as "-x", will be read "opposite

Of",.

If x iu a positive number, then -x int a negative number. The opposite

. of any negative number x is the pos itive numter -x and -h , . Thus, the

student should not jump to the conclusion that when n a reid number, then

,-n is negative; this ih true only when n is positive.

We do not like to read "-x" rw "negative x" ii rice -x moy, in fact,

be nosi4ive. , Crime tejcherh read. "-x" ah the negative of x. In this hElge

the . negative of. x" -is ,wnonymouh with "the oppohite of x". We prefer the

1 atter. In .any event, we. avoid rend ing "-x" ah,"minw x"

-
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.64. Absolute Value-

The'coneept of the absolute value of a number oneof the most useful

idea:8,in mathematics. We will find an immediate application of absolute value
4

,when we define addition and-multiplication of real numbers in Chapters 7 and 8.

In Chapter 10 it is used-to deffte distance between points; in Chalker 15 we

define 2 as IXr; in Chapter.19.it will provide good examples-Of eamtiSiitir.A

solved by squaring both sides. Through Chapters 20 to 23 abs- ute values are

involved in open sentences in two variables and in Chapter rives 11A

interesting examples of functions. In later mathemat s, in particular

in the calculus and in approximation theory, the idea absolute value is

indispensable. 4

We do.notexpect complete mastery of absolute value at this point, By the

time the course is completed, the student should be thoroughly familiar with

the concept.

The usual definition of he absolute 'value of the real number n is that

_ the number Inl which

if n >0

if n < 0.
_

This is also theform in which the absolute value is most commonly used. On

the other hand, since students seem to have difficulty with definitions of this

kind, we prefer to define the absolute value of a number in such a way that it

can be clearly pictured on the number line. We avoid allowing the studeht to

think of absolute value as the number obtained by "dropping the sign". This

way of thinking about absolute value, although it appears to give the correct

"answer" when applied to specific numbers such as -3 or 3, leads to no end:

of trouble when variables are involved. Other less common names,for absolute

value are numerical value, magnitude, and modulus

By observing that this "greater" of a number and its opposite is just the

distance between the number and 0 on the real number line, we are able to

interpret the absolute value "geometrically".

Sumfttary and Heview



Chapter 7

PROPgliTIES OF ADDITION

7-1. Addition of Real Numbers
ti

Having extended,ouret of numbers to Include the negative numbers, we are

Salto define addition and multiplicatton in the set of real numbers. -

From one point of view, it would be simpler t- introduce multiplication of

real numbers before addition- The definition rf multiplication is simpler in

terms of familtar operations. 40n the other hand, we have chosen:tolUpcuss
.:1

Addition first because we need the addition property.of_ opposites in Motivating

the product of two negative numbers.

We firstpresent .an intuitively simple example (the prdfits and losses of

an ice - cretin vendor) which suggests how addition should be defined. We use the

number line to illustrate how to obtain mime of real numbers, hinting at the

formal definitions. Other eamples hint ;the. properties of addition which

are soon to be developed.
0

Definition of Addition

We eview cuse-by-case how we add two real numbers on the number line and

we lead the student to develop the desired,definition of addition in the set of

real numbers.

Several points should be noted. 1de do not wish students to memorize the

definition. The formal statement is .amewl ard but it is developed here

to emphasize that in order to add two real numbers, what is needed is knowledge

of:

I. How ter add in arithmetic,

How to subti.act a from ithme tic

3. How to find the opoLite -1 number.

h. How to find the absolute real number.

7-3.. Properties ldition

The student should be are that our definition of addition stems from our

intuitive feeling for the operation as sr in working with the number line.

He should also see that our definition lacil familiar addition of numbers

of arithmetic as a :TecU-0.

Since 2 tainted. out oper-tion or ad.dltioh in arithm_ ic has

certain properties, it tdition in the set of real

numbers display Ee r-,F021



examples to make the statements of the cotamutat

properties reasonable. It.ifthea asserted in the text th these properties

_ould_beprovedr-from. 06 definition of 'addition of real. numbers and familiar

q
d associative

.

Rroperties of the numbers of arithmetic. The proof of the associative property

equires the. consideration of many cases and the proofs of certain of the cases

lve ideas about subtraction which we have chosen not. to develop at this

point.. The proof of the commutative property of addition is given here'

To show that b = b + a for all real numbers

If

d b>. 0, al-bb+a because they are numbers
of arithmetic.

and b0, a + b - (lal + Ibl)

b + a -(1b1 lal)

But 4a1 and lbi are numbers of arithmetic,

$0. lal,+ 1131 Ibl lal.

Therefore, a + b = b. a.

If d b < C, a + b

b + a

a + b

b + a

if ial > Ibl

In either case a + b - b + a., since opposites of

equals are usual.

If a C and h L= - 0, a. +

b + =i=

a + .

b + a

In either c case

if

if

a l .1: Ibl

and b + a name the some number.

A onreful examination will chow that we have considered: eve

p000ible caze, and every time we folind

Therefore, thio l true for a] real nunitiera a and. b.



W-ext consider a property of"eddition =of real nupbers which is not

analogous to properties 0f addition of numbers of arttlimotic. This is the

addition property of opposites.

To show that if a is a real'number then a 0 we consider

threw cases:

If a = 0, then 0 and the result is obvious.

If. a > 0, then - a < 0 and mad = 1-al. Hence,,

part 3 (a) of our definition of addition: a + ( -a) -=

If a < 0, then 0 and lar = 1-al.

fly

Hencei-4re apply

= 0.

part 4(a) of our definition: a + ( -a)
1-al lal = 0.

The last idea developed in this section is the additionpioperty of 0:

For every real number a, a + 0 a and 0 +

If a > 0, the result follows from the similar property of

numbers of arithmeti.c:

a < 0, then 01 and part.4(b) of the definition

of addition yields a -(10-1 101) - -1a1 a.

0 + a a 'followsfrom the commutative property .of addition.

7-41 Addition and Equality

If a - b- is true, We simply mean a and bi are names for the see

real number. a c names a unique reaJ, number, hence, b + c ,is simply .

her name-1'6r .a Thisjs a formulation of the traditiOnal equals

are added to equals, the sums are eqeal". Since we havp frequent occasion to
. .

use thin generalisation, we give it a name--the addition property 'of

The student should. not conclude that thia is a f6damental property of addition

suer as the commutative property. it is, an ilks been pointed out, a cohnequellee

of the uniqueness of the sum of two real numbers and the meaning of "rs",

The vajor poftion of the section.is devoted: to finding truth sets of

simple equations. We introduce a slightly different language: "Determine the

truth set", '"determine the -teTution set", and "solve" all mean the same_thing.

By a "solution" of ah open sentence we mewl a member of its truth set.

We show the use of the vnrioutJ properties in solving equations, replacing

one open sentence with another until we obtain a sentence whose truth set is

obvious. Until_ the idea of the etslivtalence in well understood, we

student t.o be carefill stio Aieso this by pointing out that

"It' is true for some x,

there in true for

3 4

same X" e

the



Car0141, well organized work is emphasizedt and the importance of checking is

Vale clear. In,Chapter ? and amain in Chapter 19 we. present a thorough treat-

Meet of "equivalentAtentences".

: 7-5. The Additive Inverse

In this section we present slur first formal proof, The heor4m-that we

have chosen to prove is aslimple'ome--that the additive inverse of a real

number is unique. We try to explain, in the progrpm, gar attitude towards

"proof" at this stage of the student's matheMatiaal training. The viewpoint
, -

,about proofs in this course 4,8 not that we are trying to prove rigorously

everything we,sfil--we cannot at this stage--but tilt we are trying to give the

students a little experience, within their ability, with the kind of thinking

we call "proof". We don't wish'to issue of the idea of proof at

this point and we don't expect all students to understand the conceptthe first

e it is discused. We hope that by the end of the year thesstrident- will

hbve some feeling for deductive reasoning, a better idea of the nature of mathe-

'ch, and perhaps-agreater intaTest.in algebra

We also lead the student to prove twb other results

-(a b) A

If a + c b '+ then a = b.

Whe second of these is often called the cancellation property of.

We do not use this
r

terminology. -. (2,ee lso, these Notes, Section 9-2.)

In proving these theorems, the student gains more experience in developing.

.proof and at the same time is shown an immediate use of the theorem previously

proved.

7-6. and Review, Problems



Chapter), B

PROPhiTIM OF MIZTIFLICATION

8-1. Multiplication of Real Numbers

.44:tlith addition of real numbers, we wish to lead the student-to the defi-

DatiOn of multiplication of real number!. We start with an-example, again
k

involving profit 4nd loss, which perhaps provides some clue. We then build

towards the formal definition, using the student's knowledge of multiplication

in arithmetic. It is pointed out that since the set of numbers of arithmetic

is a ',subset of the real numbers, our definitiontof multiplication of real
.

numbers must give the familiar results when applied to the 'Ambers of arithr.

4metic. We stress that the definition should preserve, for the real numbers,

thope.properties of multiplication which hold for the numbers of arithmetic.

How we use these ideab to motivate and to develop the definition of mul-

tiplication,may be seen in the program. In order to apply-the definition of

the product of two real numbers, a and b, the student needs to know (1) how_.

to multiply two numbers of arithmetic (14 and Ibl), and (2) how to decide
, 1

whether the product is negative or non-negative.
,

Section 8-1 concludes=with theorem that Inbi e Ial-rbl. This result

is essential Tor the proofs of Sections and 8-3.

8-2. The U©rrtimutative Property.and the Multiplication Properties of 1 and 0

Having, developed: the definition of multiplication of real numbers from the

'Point of view that we wish certain properties to be true, we now verify that,

sin fact, they are true.

We believe that most students will be able to understand the proofs of

tbis*ction. Page 280 contains a statement of pur attitude toward "proof"

at this -7e.

The Associative and Distributive Properties

The partial proof of the associntive,property presented here is somewhat

difftcult and wwlic-LA indicated. that the student,may omit it. The proof` is

based on the fact that katOci - lallblicl = la(bc)I. This result is proved

in Items 7-14.

We present.. two proofs -1)a -a. The proof on page is optional.

After wezdiseugs the di;tribautive property, an alternate proof` giVen.



Notice that we do not give a proof of the distributive property. In

Ordeeto construct a proof we would have to consider many cases. In addition,

-- would have ta se a fact which we have not discussed--fn the set of numbers

of arithMetimultiplication is distributive over subtraction.

- ;Use of the Multiplication Properties

This section provides practice in some of the necessary techniques of

a We wish to give sufficient practice, but we wish also to keep the

techniques closely associated with the ideas on which they depen4 WO'have to

Ifalic a narrow path between, on the one hand, becoming entirely mechanical and

losing sight of the ideas and, on the other hand, dwelling on the,J4eas to the

extent that the student becomes slow andcluMsy in the algebraic manipulation.-

We hope the student understands that manipulation must be based on understanding.

The right to ship steps and to compute without giving reasons must be earnedby

fix t- masteripg the ideas which lie behind and give meaning to the manipulation.

8-5. id Neview



9-1. Multiplicative Inverse

Chapter 9

NULTIPLIdATIVE INYERSE

We first prove that every non -zero rea.I,nuMber has a multiplicative in-,.

-iferad.; The student alre- r knows that every positive real number (a non-zero

number,dif arithmetic) has a multiplicative inverse. Hence, it is only necessary

to prove that every negative number has. n multiplicative inverse. The proof

depends on r

the definition of multiplicative inverse.

(b) the definition of opposite.

(c) Theor

ab 1, then (-b) 1-

m 9-1: If a and b are positive real numbers and if'

TheOrem 2- -I-AcrOf course- a consequence of the definition of multiplita-

tion of real numbers.

We next conSider the real number _0 and prove that 0 does not have a

multi-111Cative inverses' This follows from the fact that 0.h. 0 for-all

real numbers b, so that there cannot be a real number b such that (Job .---- 1.

The mnitiplicAtion.property of equality, which is useful in finding truth

se is stated. This property, that if a then ac be, is an immed-

iate consequence of the meaning. of ", " and the uniqueness of the product of

two real numhera Refer to the discussion of Section 7-2 on the addition prop-

erty of equality.

Section 9-1 concludes with the proof that the multiplicative inverse of u

non-zero ',dal number is unique. The proof ds aricildtsous,to the proof (in

Section that the additive inverse is unique.

iproc;il

The name "reciprocal" is 'used ah a y._ y1ri for "m ltipl c give nlerr,p"

just as "cipponite'.is another n'IM(' for ":IdditiVe inverse". The notctioii

ir used for the re-ipronal or a (a / 0). irice the reciprOc!t] is the multi-

plicative inverse, al. l'nction restated. an:

(1) 0 hoc no r

The reci 1 of 'e i.1 number in un ique.



In the present section we --V- several useful resul' :

(35
1 1

-a a

= (a I 0)

1'.
a

FiTIOrs of these are quite simple; They,depand the uniqueness of the

reciprocal. Perhaps the student will verbalize these sults "The reciprocal

of the opposite of a number is the opposite Of its reciprocal", "The reciprOcal

of he reciprocal, of a number i the number itself", "The product of the recip-

roCas of two numbers is the reciprocal of tll,product of the two numbers".

The most important theorem of this section is on page 327.- 4The roof

in'Items 79_8L.

For real numbers a an 3 b,

if ab - 0, then or ,b== 0.

From the a ltiplic hton property of 0 it follows immediately that:

real numbers a and b,.

:if a = 0. then ab 0.

Combining these results, we at

For real. numbers a and b,

A, brief discusionof t tie to if the terminology if and only if",is pro-
, !

vided. The important. idea here ts that, in proving an'7if and only if" theorem,

there are two things to reproed - ea

Item 109 challenges the rAltdelit to =try to prove the theorem:

This theorem 1:

We do not introduce

Of "cancellation".

If a, c, are real numbers,

and c 0, then a b.

often called the cancella ion property of 91tiplication.

nroc e we wish to avoid the well-known misuses



' .

It is of interest to note that the cancell _on property multiplication

equivalent to thktheorem "if at = 0, then a = 0 or b= 0" That

each may be proved using the other.

Assuming the cancellatioh property, we would argue an follows in order to

prove: if at = 0, then a = 0 or b = 0.

Suppose at = 0. Either b = 0 9r b / 0. If b = 0,

there is nothing more prove, no assume b / 0.

Then, at O'b since O'b = O.

. We have a = 0 from the ,caneellation property, .since b

The proof of the cancellation property-given in the Answer Key uses

tipliet4ion by the reciprocal of a non-zero real number since we are dealing

with reciprocal at this point. Here is an alternate proof:

Suppose ac = be and c / 0.

Then ac + (-be) 0 addition property of equality

(a + (-b) c = 0 distributive property

'Therefore, a + (-b) , 0, since c / 0

a o .(-b) uniqueness of additOe inverse

a = b.

,Notice that the cancellation property may be stated, as follows: If

ac = bc, then a = b or c 0. It is in this form that the result As re-

stated 'in Chapter 19 and used In finding solutions of equations.

5. Solution of EgussW_ons .:

- -- ,_

To this point we have onl:pbeen stie td solve equations of the form

. x + b = c using the addition property of equsJlity. In this section, using the

multiplication prorerty of equality, ,de are able to solve equations of the

form ax = c (a /- 0) anc3 ax + b C. ='!. 7 0).

It should. be pointed out that we encourage the student to consider alter-

nate procedures in finding solution sets. For examnie, to solve

2y 4- (-16)

it is perfectly proper to Leri-LL 14" adOing (-',.0) to both sides, by adding 18

to both Sides, or by mUltdplyInr bQth rider ly opme cases certain pro-
s!

cedures lead. to more awl wa2m1 ariihrgoic tigaL otiter;=3. it il;,..Only through

practice that the student 14t7-1-F. 414,'t thc- "bcnt" first he nolving-

1

. x P
to 11.-.1tinly both rdden, by 18.



On the other fr,nd, to .,;olve

'1;

one probattiy ohO'oJ L i ,)-tH

The mn,j 31 port Lori 31 .=ect 33 %,-!_1=c1 ne Lae.: of itLeverril-Je step:L-5

in tr)ivin,, 1,11L1!ti=)r. to e.tLvrlent if they hove

LL.LL,'re trtrth LHe Li .i,t -the ornrL,r,ri rro!:, pace to 338, is

quite i,T,portri2ft. hrL-t e uo t 1 ent L:entence

oil I te eneonnie:red. t'ercit,,,:nou= III "WArtdoular f

CC t =s 11 IL,, to topin. HF:re, .-LeL-,.-hrre in the courrA-y we- do

not exnect (Lorin) Ci e, wn=te ,.-111 The r I ;_me it 1=L: illtroduced

Ono loce,j, 1 1L)thet 1r the =ruill :et of 0 , 0 ?

'JELL' PwL-tIon eLt:L,,-10111_

Now z

trot 0

L,Lnd, Lier,(Lc, to

We may conclude

)
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Chapter 10

PROPERTIES OF °PLEB

10-1. The Fundamental Properties

Beginning in Chapter 1 we have assumed that the student has an intuitive

feeling about the order of two real numbers in terms of the number line. In

this section, we shift our point of view slightly. We boob on "<" as a

mathematical subject, an order relation. The relation is essentially defined

b the properties we assign to it: the conmaltinn, transitive, and addition

properties of "<".

We then provide the student with numerous exercises which give practice

in applying these properties in various situations. t *

Notice that while it is true that "a < b" and b > a" say the some

thing about the two numbers a and b, we concentrate, in this section, on

the relation "<" . "Greater than" is also an order relation but we prefer to

treat it alter we htive developed further familiarity with "<"
.

10-2. Further Properties of Order

In this section we state and prove c,everrtl consequences of the fundamental

properties of <1. These are

Theorem 10-2a. If x y : S and y is positive, then x < z.

Theorem 10-2b. If x < s, then there is n positive number y such

that x

Theorem 10-2c. If a < b, then

ac be poitive,
Is < ac if sin norative.

This lost s.oirem is soiled the multipAirtion pronerty of order and is

used extent,ivel:rin Section and later in the cut=e,

10-3. Solving Inequalities

We now remind the student that we could rete tt r suits of *ction

10=1 and 10-2 in terms of " >" In partic:niar, we u chance from ONO order

relation to the other.

To < for example, se may the eiuiv7Alent irresunlity

-3 < x Crom the multiplication property or P.-H. It is ImuatIve-ier to

Interpret this sonelw-Jon tn the form a



We provide a good deal of practice with solving in of the

general form
ax 0 b < (a I 0).

Once again, it should tme! remembered-that the tohic o0 solving inequalities

oil ii be con:Adered in much more detail in Chapter 111.

The 'to bc'xr i reirdr ,e thud there io mere I. Le of- ri solvine

an inequality.

10-4. Review

10-5. The heal Nhmhei5L, - kh_mmkfry

We Intube in our worb to oammairihe for the studfohl our development rip to

this point In this section aor exe trying to an tile student) s thinking

about re'-.' numhern frOm a -Iirimarily indhctil9V to a: deductive point of view. ,

t'he dedut.i-vii.To.14.11.Xel.i?e, ham, of course, Lien uppermost .. in our own minds

iron the 1+,inhisg uh . hns had . a pre at 0.ch.ol . of influence. in our -study of the

real numbers iiihun, we Havp cc 1111. wor,fed: 'toward . the basic properties

linted. here. The ider . to which hoe '.odiheut should FJ,c.wei,7pcfsed fc that we coufd

have htartef moth these nfoperttws in the ,'Lrft: 1+1 ace by conslidering them, not

as a deretiption of, Lat rether ph a. delf-iffhLion of, the reah . number system.

"real numhor'', " adl it fuh" "mul tj p 1 lout f on" , uhd "order relation" become

undef ined terms, the fundaimintal propertdcis hQCOThe ( for- ordered field),

and all other profertie:, es conscduences of the axioms, become tfreorems,

in the app.roun which become.: ce,mmonpface hi more ,q0v-anced. mathematics, Trad-

itionally, 'hoc- otufent first enyfuntered e deductive plmLooabh in hich rchool

geometry.

'Although we neve gives ,5-a0sh1 1e 'f-t Lem for the :.thift in point of

view Lsillested 1-lbe.ha ctudefts o:viously will not be ubie to hppreciate its

hignificance .fhily at tifis lime. cr ti--I-u', moreover, It intention of prucing

&vorythLug from 111:-Ve (-)11, Of -.5CI I
- -htinue mh we nav(.f is the paht, "discovering"

propertieu 01 00700 utttt-rt:Lon f imple fu'oeX. The PrinniP,',1 change to in

ouruttifildp toward the pert d1scovehe(k- hameiy, ti-t they could be proved:

if we hhd the 'lime an+ (o'xeiderce to de
/'

The .1:0111:Ceem fuSdihi broperilce Listed 'fLf)Soid in the set of f't-toncil

numbers. Mat if, -the yat humle:f. el 1-1, the UsthM deftoitiona of addition,
1

mult.1 hl i c at Len, aff orde r, v 1 h + fmCm uh +rdered I d Irhe mi s sing funcipmntal

propert:f. cj L n; ;c7-; 111111[4!.r:: ittitiomtL

ttitml,ft tt, it; cyti !oh ho hr.! ,tott,'1,,t-tm.(t.:: I wriyn,

)11F.: 1 1 !!7 1E !tt.!.'T ;t y"! "'Pl31 ti- giusf deft tie

43



an "upper bQund" of a set as follows:

_het S be net or reai numberr and 1., a veil number ouch that

s < h for every 's in S. Then H is caned an upper bound

for S. If there doer not extolh upper bound for S which is

less than b. :Shen h cvllod a least upper bound. for S. A.

We can now state the

CometenesS Axiom. Tr S set of rerl numbers for which

there is an upper bound, the:: there exists a least upper hound

for S.

The completeneoo axiom is needed, for exhrnple, to prove the existence Of

I. In other words, one cannot 'prove, Tioln only the fourteen properties, that

there is a real number a for which a amatter of fact, the rem,

pletenes axiomodnsures the existence, not only of real numbers like Al, but
1.2lsoofreall'l-mmberrask,lor:2,sine- which the student will

encounter in later courser. The completeneso axiom guarantees that there are

"enour,h" real nutbero to CHI in tin number line "completely". The only ir-

rational real aumbero thdt m. role Th this course are square

roots. We will return to the diacurnian af eampletenesr in the note: for

Section 1 -ii.
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Cliapter

SUBTRACTION AND DIVI;ItION

11-1. b*firitiJ of Subtraction

At first glance our definition of subtraction doer not appear to be a

definitionat leant, it is not 1,n a form with which the student is

It -should be viewed in connection with the material that follows the defini-Nn.

If we staxt with two real numbers it and. b, then th6w]wition b 1 n , a

has a unique solution; namely, a + (-b). Our definition asserts that bin =a

and a - b r n are equivalent. That is, a U is defined to name a. unique

real number.

We do not expect- that the student will confuse the different uses of the

"-" symbol. in fact, he will find it easier to write 4 - 3 than 4 j= (-3).

It will be noticed. that we have avoided using the word:"si!gn* for the

symbols "-PH and "-". Wo do not need the word, and e.,11)7 its misuse in the

past hoc sauced conitideroble lack of understanding such things on "getting

the- absolute value of a number by taking off its stun") we prefer not to use it

A related point that we should mention is that we do not write it', for

the number five. The 4titive numbers are the numbers of aritlmttki. We

therefore do not need a new symbol for them. Thur, we write r-5, not aftd-

the rydbol "t" is int&I. only to iadicaie addition.

117P. Propbrties of Subtraction

We used the fact that students were familial. with rdbtraction in arith-

me-tic in formulating our definition or addition for the real numbers. We have

now lob inch subtraction of real humDers in terms of addition of read numbers.

The reason for thls reeminu inconsistency is thest, at the beginning of the

(!OUIn;e, 1.i WiShOd tO bond On the studentls axithmetletal background, Our in-

ductive development ofthe axioms of Sectton at wan based on that bete4uound.

Now wc oxo it ii tjr xioms of ilection 10--t and rhallt, develop our alAbra,

on the tact it of those properties. From the piieseht point of view, subtraction

ir not an orsehtlaHy distinct, operation, it to simply D convenient and o con-

ventional method of dealing with a (=b). Therefore, the "properties" of

subtraction developed. ir thi: eection toe nol new hEwic properties of the real
.

number system but are, rirtiwr, cohschlueuces of the definiflott U subtraction.



c4/
11-3. Subtraction and Distance

The relation between the difference of two numbers and the distance

between their points on the number line ie introduced. here to make good use

azain of the number line to help illustrate otir ideas.

Students may have difficulty in solving inequalities such as - 3 < 5".

In this section we wish the student to reason as follows: "If a is a solution

of - 31 < 5, then a must be less than 5 units from 3 on the number

Tine. Therefore, the solution set is the set of numbers between -2 and 5".'

Ix

Another source of difficulty for the student is learning to interpret

41 as the distance between x and -4.

We treat inequalities involving absolute value again in Chapter 2).

11-4. Invision

Our treatment of division is parallel to our treatment of subtraction.

The definition of division leads to the statement that, if b 0, then

name the same number. Division is related. to multipli-
Y.)

cation in much the same way as subtraction is related to addition. The usual

material on fractions is round in Chapter 13. The division algorithm for

integers is dismissed in Chatter 18.

ammary and leview
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INTROTUCTION TO PART

(Chahtero 12-17)

We now have completed. our develJopment or. the real nutter system. in

° Part we turn to conoideration of opeelflo types of algebraic exprerstons.

Before doing no, we discuss, in Chnpter tfhc ffasforiahthnn of booltive

integero.

It is not our intention to delve deeply tilf) 1-le oldt.t:: of UK. Pobitive

integers. We merel-eonsider come of' tit proil t.. 'that are usel'uf in the

further development of algebra. Moot btudent: IuVc a good deal of intuitive

understanding of the pooitive integero and uill, roost ifely, rind the dis-

racsOn in Chapter 12 interestinc and profithbfe.

The concepto and resulto of Chapter 12 are applied tnrouuhout the root of

Part 3. The usual manipulative rkillo in Wortinu wioth rraationo, exponento,

and radichlo are developed in Chapter 13-15. Pt every opportunity we streno

both the need. for develoeinu chili and the nucestity for lidetttanding the

redoons which justify the manipulptions. PotrttoularlyinterebtinA is the

material in Chapter 15 on the irrhtlonhlify cc f rid on the iteration

method of approximating square roots-

6i7Trefr_tr-ttiiid-11.,.defd. with eolvr-otlhl- wifh mr arbdratid holy-
_

nomialr. We otrehs the ii a the distriitlive property in developing the

ubual fautoringtechrilues, "Complbting thb roprere" of h quadroltie polynomial

i 3 lheubsed at come lenth since thir provider p aenerpl method of factpripg

find 1:r to be used in later w'orif with prccpiinq phrhtolat. Chapter 17 concluder

with a treatment of *Indra-iota The Td,a0tdc forraoo, ic developed

in feet don 17-4.
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Chapter 12

FACTOFS AND DIVISIBILITY

'Basic to the material of this chapter are two theorems which ore stated

without proof.

The first of these is the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic, which states

that a positive integer greater than 1 is either a- prime or can be expressed

as a product of primes in essentially only.one way.

The second major theorem which we will need is the division algorithm:
'o

If a and d are *sit-lye integers, then there exist integers q (the

quotient) and r (the remdinder) such Oat

n a qd r, 0 < r < d.

In order to prove these theorems we would need. to develop more completely

the properties of the positive integers. In particular, we would need to dis-

cuss the so-called. Well-Ordering Principle% EVery non-empty set of positive

integers contains a smallest element. Closely realatd is the principle of
D6.

mathematical induction. Treatment of these ideas would. take us too for afield.

The FundaTerrtal Theorem of Arithmetic is used extensively throughout the

remainder of the course. The division algorithm is treated more fully in

these Notes for Chatter 18.

Let us eMphasize that although the material of Chapter 12 is interesting

and valuable for its own sake, our primary concerns are:

(1) to develop certain skills which are useful later.

(2) to point out certain idea,, about factoring positive integers

which turn out to be analogous to ideas stout factoring

polynomials.

Students who have studied the CNEG 7th grade cwrse will have had a. good

start with many of the ideas of Chapter 12. They will probably need less time

on this material than other students.
0

12-1. Factors

We say: The positive integer m is s. factor of the positive integer a

if there is a positive integer q such that mq n.

If m is 1, then q is a, while if a is a, then q is 1. If

an is. not 1 or n, then we sa- a if a proper factor of a.

42
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12-2 Tents for Dtvis ilitv.

Test's for dtvisttillty by I ard are revieWed and tests for c.

6, .and 9 are developed in tin section if help students in recognizing

factors of integers. Notice that. thege tests are hnsed on our decimaa systemtP

of notation. Some student who ra,,oe stgliad nurpration using bares other than

10 mtcy ,njoy:ConoiderinK the poz:r.lt ,1ties of developing divisibility tests in

other numeration systems- '

In this section the tudent nees for it;' first time an indqrect arrument

in the procil' that if the square of an intemer is even, then the integer is

even. A second example of' it-stirect proof occul.: in :ection 12-4, where we

show that if a is a factoc or t nrmi o io un-'. a factor of 1 + c, then

a is not a faetorl(of c. (a, I 'Hr Intecero-) Aithour:h the

idea of indirect proof -Jill occur gaih ih later chapters, it is important .

that enough attention be enid to it here 2 'Ls eharle the student to gain some

_nu2.71d#rstanding of it.

112-1. Prime Numher.: 'us' F

in iu-uro -H -ter, !I. ohhgOd Le strezPed thut when

we ae interested. in factor:ration, we ml,gt enrlain what N Lu In of numbers we

permit as factors. If we are ortnioesing ssly integcra, then we say that 6

is a factor of 10, Lcan, o =

rer-,ara ( as a factor or 1, veh though

an integer.

IT is not very ,hterust_i t, to, ra.

an integer. We t1 not

- 3, hecause == is not
7

in the sot of rational

numbers, since if 0 a-r-d i / 0, we it"' i always find a

rationstl. hnmber ,,e fol. hich o.

Vivon0-1,- oor: tliff.: idea that

what we can Lao: nil Jilt ra.otorino; dcpeoft- on the kinds of factors

we permit.

In cilocn.ojoeg yootolotoy oo !,eee -to ioc,.e2 in mind r...,ome idea or

when the in whioh fartrasLy,--ctioao diofer interesting wov. Consider

again fctori.:o,ti.u:oy in ",*(, :Pt J. (Hi' the 1,7L-cy:: OfWritiC 6

produot or' - t I iwo Inteco.o

=

Be: alt. of tt-,,Q connutrortv, Fropert,o ntp,ch.rmto or sovera] factorr, the dot: -

Lage tile order of the

fact:ors', int a product. Ii- egord n11:1 , N at

49



1,* a . a for all real nubers; hence, there is nothing especially interesting

about. I x 2 x 3 as a different name for P x 2.

If we are asRed, then, for the ways in which 6 ban be expressed as a

Product of two factors, we regard 2 x 2 and b x 1 as the oily essentially

diffei'ent wiaYs.

Notice that according to our definition u' prime, "number 1 is not a

prime number. Students sometimes gdestion this- They should be reminded that

in defining a new term we choose the definition that is most ubeful. If we

were to call. 1 abrime number, then 1x1x2x3, etc.
would all be distinct prime factorizations of 6. 'Inc Fundamental Theorem of

Arithmetic would. need to be reworded ih an awkward fashion.

You may have students who wish to use exponents in writing products, and

there is no reason why they should not do so if they are able to manaGe suc-

cessfully. Some students will have learned about positive integer exponents

in the 7th or 8th grade. Others may recognize possibilities of using them

simply on the basis of their experience in this course Iftthey do, they are

using good. mathematical insight, arid they should be encourod*

Students can be led to understand the PUrnhamental Theorem by noting that

they always obtain the same prime fontorization of an integer,(vegardiess of

the order of steps they use to find it Thus, in factoring AO, we may begin

with the sisal lest factor (2, in this (-Lise) and 1/rife 120', 2 X 60,2 x 2 x 30,

etc. We may also note at once that 1:7'0 u 10 x 12,' and then factor the 10

and 12. The some prime factorization results in either r4/re.

In factoring integers, some students may prefer at first, to handle each

problem systematically, beginning with the smdllent prime factor. With ex-

perience they will tend to lool: for shortcuts (like using the fact that

12(1 6 10 x 12) and, they should be encoulaodd to do so. The aonlamental

Theorem, in other words, should 1 understood not- only- ae en important theorem

about integers Iont-i.s.LE a theorem which so upp freaupntly. ,

You should not2,1*ourage the studeut feel lhmt Thu Ituruftwerital 'Theorem

of Arithmetipdir obvious. There are ii :si gel yfAePIP in which this

theorem doe hot hold. Consider, for examle, the of even porifive integers

If multiplication in tal. -el I: del'incid in the obvious way,

it would be loginal toaeoept r an "prime" nince if in lot the 1-)nlodml of

two even numbers. Thus, r, TO "prime, 1)t 9 12, 16,

would not be. Iii this arithmetic, 6 x 6 and 2 , would re two different

prime factorizations oI'

A proof of the Filx1dE_Tienta Trlcore::1 eau ie round in Tvy

1,00k on elernontaxy numUer theory. ee Numrer

Unilue 7actorization.)



12-4. Some'Facts About Factors

Note the indirect proof used in Theorem 12-4b. For all Students, work

with factorizations of integers will be a good. basis for factoring polynomials:

re capable students should be made aware that the results in this section

will help them find. interesting shortcuts when they are factoring polynomials.

12-5. Summary_



Chapter

FltACTIONS

A fraction is a numeral which has the form of an indicated quotient. The

term "fraction", then, refers to-th form of a nuni.eqtal- We call 3, ) 2 + 1,

names numeral's) fof the rame,number. Of thoze numerals, 1 is a fraction.

1
Similarly, 7 2') name the tonic number i, and s a fraction name for

this number.

We do not want to be over-pedantdc about terminology, however, and where

no confusion results we L6D-PtiMeD 'UDC: "fraction" to refer to a number. It

would be unwire to insist that studentc always use rirorously precise(languisce

in speakikt about fractions. Howevet, they-heed to underdtand the distioction

between a number (which has, many names) and a name that has a particular form.

For example, it is not strictly correct to speck. of "adding fractions".

We should say, instead, "adding numbers which ore represented by fractions".

We do not want to insist on strict adherence to this wAtliitu.d, though accurate,

wording) Similarly, 'tire trftty for to thO numcrotor and denominator of a frap-

tion or; numbers, though otrirt precizion would call for the phrases, "numeral

which is the numerator", etc.

We mention the word "ratio" no part of the inhguage In certain applica-

tlons. You may wish to mention to the stnteutt that on hignatiotuAlkh an

11)( '

twowhich equates two raticoi, is often called a "proportion". It
19

seems uhde.A.rable-at present to diticzr into a lercthy treatment of ratio and

proportion, since it woull be jhint e ss4d.t.cir,of sperial names to familiar

conqepts.

13-1 . itiplication of Fractions

In this and following ihictlons we are ..imalifying fractions; that is,

finding simplest. numerals. We use the f011owinc, conventions.

(1) There should he nu indicated it it can be avoided.

(2) if the n mole-nt numeral runt contein Ott indicated. division, then

the resulting ex!Lchh.Aon ip written in "lowest terms".

a
,(-4) We prefer writ it - = to ellLas of the forms or

ak a
We show _ if icH hre aid non -sere real numberr. It is

easy .to do this, unit the dehiulti,)e h)C whl the multipdication property

-if I.



You should, recall that in the students' first experiences with fractions,

in the elementary grades, he saw concrete examples illustrating such sentences
1 . 2s
2-

1 3 b

'

etc. We have assumed, that the student entered this
. 2 2 ' 3

course with some knowle_ = about the non - negative rational numbers. We would,

asmume that he knows already that if e, b, and k are positive integers,
a ak

then t = is true. He may be well awnre that the statement is true for
bk

numbers of arithmetic (if b / 0 and k / o). The importance of the result

stated above is that we extend. the known pattern, showing that it applied. when-,

ever a, b, k are any real numbers and and k

In other words, we are showing once again that a pattern already known for

certain numbers is applicable for all real numbers (bearing in mind the need to
t -

avoid denominators which are o).

acme comments apply to the other theorems of this epter.

In applying the theorem that
ak

it is natural to use the language

of "common factor" developed in Chapter 12. Thus, in simplifying we may

call x a "common factor". In Chapter 16 we will discusa. in more detail the

ideas related to fatoriii-g expressions involving a variable. However, we use

the language of factAing here whenever it is helpful.

We have avoided. the word. "cancel" tecause it is

standing. The student who 1 leain-1(z!d t(vuse t

n used without under-

d shbuld not be told it

is wrong, but he should be required to explain the process he i u,

words to be sure he understands it.

13-2. Division of la

Three
4

simulif,

of ,implifyit- "complex rracti- 'are-given., In order to

we may i

Th sari 2I -2 methods. He may wish. to use a

Angle methoij in al! . select for each problem the

method that0; i trip 1 t..



13-3. Addition d Subtraction of Fractions

We wish to apply _the prime factorization of integers to the problem of

14,Tng the least common multiple ofothe,denominators. We do not want blind

adherence to the method developed, however) but we do, w=rit to give the stWent

a systematic way of approaching the problem. For example, if the 41tudent were

asked to add the frac-- n + , the least common cienundnatcYr' can be quickly

determined by inSpection, and the studehtshould do it this way. If, however,

he in asked to add 7J7 + a , it may not be easy to determine the least common

denominator by inspection. But by prime factorization

5'7

= 9

and the least common denominator is 5=3.1(,.

It, is good technique, both here and in later work on factoring, to leave

expressions in facterd form as long as possible. If this is done, simplifying

is made easier.

Summary amid Review



Chept-er 14

EXPONENTS

14-1. Introduction to EXponents

Be careful to define an where n is an integer greater than 1,

a pr oduct in which a is used as a factor n times. The statement, "a is

AbUltiplied by itself n times" is not precise and-ought to be avoided.

(Notice, for example, that a2 a . a, 1-4114S "a multiplied by4tself

twice would mean (a a) a.) Notice that we also define al as a..

.14-2. Positive Integers a cpcnents

In this section we,derive the rules for working With positive integer

. exponents. That is, we sbow that for such exponents a- A
mn

also show that

if m > n, then

if n, then

a
m

m-n
- a ,

n
a

a ,

;=
m

1

a

1 if then -- 7= *

a 1

a
n

a
n-m

Students 'shouta not use these rules mechanically. They may prefer, for

example, to simplify
xi

,c3
by remembering the meaning of x

7 3and x. On the

other hand, it is important that the student be well aware of these rules in

their general form, since they will be extended in the sections that follow.

14 -3. Non-Positive Integers as

In this section we define a n, where n is a positive integer-and

/ 0 as -° Thus, a -3 , A. We also define a° as 1 if O.
a
n

a

Negative exponents will be used in the next chapter in connection with

finding square roots. Otudents are also likely to need them in connection

with "scientific notation" for writing .numbers.

Students.should. understand that if we have defined a
n

only for values

of a which are positive integers, we are still free to assign any meaning we

like to the syMbols a
0 1

, a , etc. We do not prove that 2 must be
/

for example. We simply :hurt thrit if we define a as 1 (if a / 0); then



am,M. Our wish to have this statement t motivates the

=definition. The logic litre is analogous to that of our discussion. in chagiers

6 and 7, of the definition of a + b And ab, where a and b are real .

ere.
-n

The student should understand that when we have defined a for positive

integers n, we have defined an for all integers in such a way that:

a m . en -.- a

a
m

rn -na
a
n

-n : 1
a . --n

a

For example; am # an was proved (Section 14-2) for positive integer

values of m and n. The student should recognize two things: (1) We cannot

be sure that a-3 . a-2 = a(-3)(-2), for example, without further discussion;

(2) We might suspect that it is true, because we have often found. in the past

that patterns that hold &r some numbers can be extended. to apply to others.

Thus, all students should understand why we reconsider the statements

_n 1 m n m+n a- m-n
a = -=i71 , a a= a- and = a , proving that each is true for

a
an

all integer values of m and n (excluding, when necessary, the case where

a is 0). Though all students should understand why the proofs are included,

you may wish to omit, with less capable students, the details of the proofs.

;4-4. Using Exponents

We complete our list of rules about exponents with

(am)

We now have all the major results about exponents and we can apply them to all

integer exponents.

Students should be reminded frequently thdt there is often more than one

way to solve a problem. Less able 'students may find that they maXe fewer errors

if they use a single pattern persistently, and they should. be permitted to do

so. However, they should not regard their,, as the only possible method. More

capable students may enjoy looking for different ways to solve a problenh Con-

sistent with this philosophy, the pror,ram in Cection 14-4 presents alternative

solutidts to some examples.

14-. Summary and Review



Chapter 15

RADfCAiS

Haves prepared the way by Factoring integers and studying exponents,

proceed to a study of radicals.'

1,-1. Roots

We define VE, where b isa non-negative real number, As. the non-negative

number whose square is :4. Under this definition, VE Is a symbol 14hich names

exactly one real number'if b > 0. Verbal usage is sometimes less precise. In

later courses, for example, students may speak of "the two square roots of

or, after they have complex numbers at their disposal,,"the three cube roots

of 1", etc. We do not want to introduce awkward or over-restrictive verbal-

isms, b14 we want to stress the fact that "./ . a" means "a2 b and

a > 0". This usage is entirely consistent with later ones.

When there is a variable under the radical, we must be careful in two wa.Ys
First, since we are considering real numbers, i67 is meaningless if x < 0.

Consequently, when a variable occurs under the radical we must restrict its

domain so as to avoid negative:values of the radicand.

Second, in simplifying an expression like

result must be non-negative for all admissible values of th

we cannot write

values of

may write .x5 xi since

as simply

/ -3).

x, since x is not

may write . Ix'. On

and 1/R are defined only

values of x, and for these values the statement is true.

7 2 -We may write , x since x is non-negative foi

x. The student should not be encouraged to memorize-cases,

t remember that our

e variable. Thus,

true for negative

the other hand, we

for non-negative

all real values of

but should analyze

such examples on their merits, referring, alwtys to tht definition.

lstional ___Mbers

In this section we prove that there is no rational number whose square

is Our proof that i, . irrational is not the only one we might have

given. It has the'merit of beginnin-i,, essentially, with the fact that the

square of an odd number is odd, nn d the square of an even number is even.

You will find further material in the existence of ,/;713 and orhthe fact

thatii1 is irrational. in Number lationai and Tri (See re

5'7

erences.)



a may raise questions about whet 'there'is'aueh a number

as ig". Though parhapaaftWardly Stated, these questions are worth dome.-

discussion. The followtng, ideas are relevant

`When we define I, where a > 0, as the non-negative real number

square is a, we tacitly make two assumptions:

ose

1. There is a non-negative real number whose aware is
4 .

2. There isAlot more than one such number.

The fact that there is not more than one non-negative real number whose

square is a follows immediately from the fact that:if b arid c are

2
non-negativd, and b < c, then b < c-. (This is proved in Items 10 to°14i

Section 1,-2.)

14 have assumed from the beginning of this course that 1/ is a real

number, In Chapter 6 we saw a geometric construction for locating on the

number line a point corresponding to We hope that the student has the

intuitive feeling that since there is a point on the number line such that the

square ©f its distance from the origin is 2, there is a real number, corres-

ponding to this point, such that the square of this number is 2. In par-

ticular, tudents who have used SMSG materials in the elementary grades should

have beccee familiar with the idea that if we can locate a point on the number

line, then we can identify a real number with this point.

As we noted earlier, we cannot prove that there is a real number whose

square is -2 by using only the basic properties listed in Section 10-5. The

Completeness Axiom (see Teachers' Notes, Section 10-5) Is needed to insure the

existence of I/L I, etc.

Students should not form the mistaken. idea that I is an ".approximate"

number or an "inexact" number. They should recognize that our work in this

chapter really assures us that numbers like /5 have a status pre-

cisely like that of the numbers with which they are more familiar.

In the first place.We can write indicated sums and products inv vig

radicals, and we can decide when two expressions name the same number. That

is, we can use our knowledge of the properties of the real numbers to sh

fo!' example, that

(/7 - 3)(17 1) , - 3/5 + - 3.

This means that we can word, with i rr: tional numbers in solving equations and.

JIIP

in other instanc-

Moreover, ' can find rational approximations, to any accuracy, for a

number such as V. This mean s that if we wish to sure a length of

units with a meter stick or other device, we cats do so as easily as we can



7
!Ay, 3. Both measurements

of our mea urine device.

fictian of Radicals

II

accurate Only in the

wing 4.1171 = b, --make use of the fact that I is unique.

from this uniqueness it follows that if the square of a non-negative number is

ab,' then the nu6ber mast be ab, since there is only one non-negative number

whose square is ab. You may wist to remind your class that-similar logic wan

the basis of some of the earlier Proofs we have had. It was used, for example,
1 1

in showing that where we used the fact that a real number has only
-a_ u

one mn ttplicative inverse. a

''The same observations apply to the proof that
. b

in the next

section.

154. Simplification of Radicals Involving Fractions

It is often convenient to rationalize the denominator of a frac on, par-

ticularly in numerical computations. Rationalizing the numerator in useful in

later courses in calculating certain limits. Students Should realize that the

are simplysame number has many names. For example, 7= and are simply two numerals
13

for the same real number. Which we prefer depends on'the use we are Making-.

of the number.

In connection with simplirying radicals give our usual connotation to

" implify": we perform as many-indicated operations as we can.

15-5. Approximate Square Roots of Numbers Between 1 and 100

15-6. Approximate Square Roots of Positive Numbers

In Section 15-5 the student learns to approximate._ A. to any pre-assigned

degree of accuracy, if 1 <7 a < 100. The iteration process by which this is

done is discussed below. The iteration process could be used to approximate

A for any non-negative a. However, it is somewhat simpler, if we are given

a number which is not between 1 and 100, to write it first as the product

of an even power df 10 and a number between 1 and 100. That is, every

non - negative number a can be exp- as 102n .b where n is an integer

ce, 2n is an even integer) a, i b < 100.

This fact can be used to keep the work with the iteration process

simple as possible. Moreover, the student needs to apply it when he uses a

table of square roots. You may want.-to teach square root approximations from

tables, if you have tables available.



tt

'A

Students should observe ,that the use of the iteration pethOd in approx-

imating gdare roots is not restricted to situations where Im'aretrYtig to

find a rational apOlOximation,tocen irrational nUMber. For example, sip:lents

should notice Items 81 and 82 of Section 15=6.. We can compute V1681 ,(Item 81)

by factoring oripy applying the iteration method. This ia another opportunity

to note that irrational numbers are handled, very often, like rational ones.

The Iterb.tion Method of, Approxim.ating Square Root:

There is some controversy as to whether the square root algorithm or the

-iteration method of approximating squaVe roots is superior. We advocate the

latter for the following reasons.

The iteration method can be made meaningful more easily, stnce it is
2 ,

based -direttly_onthe definition of the square root: If

and 'x > 0, then x = IT. So the student must find a number which

when squared gives n.

2. The student is estimating his results; thus, he'is not likely to make

a bad'error without realizing it.

\The second approximation can very often be done mentally, and always

kith very little arithmetic. In many cases it is all that is needed.

-.4.- An easy division with a two-digit divisor yields a result in which

the error is in the fourth digit. This is sufficient-for most

purposes.

5. The method is ideal for machine calculation.

6. The method is self-correcting.

Let us see how the procesp- can be used to approximate I. Lat us call

the approximations xl, x,, x3, etc.

1. As the first approximation we take the closest integer, 5.

Thus, x1 == 5.

29o. Average 5 and to find second approximation.

29
F



for a,t rd e .mate. Thus

(5'.4 4- A) m 5.3852

x3 . 5.3852.

(The approximation for. 1/T9 from a 5 -puce table is 5.38516.)

The iteration method thus yields a sequence of esti= x x_
l' 2'

A. If x Is any one of these estimateA, then e next estimate is

(x L1)-
2 x

etc.,

In order to explain why the iteration method works, it is helpful to use

the following general theoreml If a, b are different positive real numbers,

.,. then

Proof:

a + b vu.

b)
2

+ 2ab + b
2

=
4

- 2ab + b
2

4

020 .

is non-negative. Hence it follows that

+ b
Since

a
and ab are non-

a + b
the average of

0
b) ( /7.13)-.

ab

a ixe, this ine9uality implies t__

a +
>

and _ is often called the arithmetic mean of

a and b. Af; is called the geometric mean of ab. We can word our con-

clusion as The arithmetic mean of two positive numbers is greater than their
a--

geometric mean.)

Let us apply this conclusion to the iteration process. Let x be

positive. If x / 1, then one of the numbers x and is is greater than

and the other is less than

The iteration process involves taking an estimate

form the new estimate 4 (x + 2).

and 11-1 it to



1) le the

an of x and. is

From the theorem

arithmetic me

or 141

conclude: Whatever estimate x we begin With
A

of The geometric

(X 1/171

.

Thals, whatever estimate of A we begin with, the estimates yielded by

the iteration process are certain to be greater than A. (In the example we

completed, x2, x3 ar.e greater than 1, (although xl < 29).)

Suppose that we have an estimate x- which is greater than 1472. Let us

.talseyforexargple
x -,xWe

compare vith the avehge of x,, and
n-22 '
2

that is, with

1
11) the average of -n,i , corresponds to,the midpoint
x
2

1 x_
-2

of segment N. Note that N, 'the midpoint. of XQ, is to the right of M.

Hence, XM That is,

Similarly,

or

Similarly,

x4-

We conclude: x
' ,

x
'

...x_ become closer and closer to from the
2 3

right. A similar argument shows that l,
'x x_ x,

2 -3 4
/Ft from the left. That is, if we with to find an estimate of 1/T1 that

differs from 1/171 by at most a given amount (say df, we can be sure that our

process eventually will yield such an estimate.

Now we ask: ,How can we tell how accurate a given estimate is? In order

2(-
n

x_

become closer and closer

to answer this, we compare

(the length of XM).

xo - )/71 (the length of XQ) as



1. is the error of the'agproximat on x3, while XQ ie the

the preceding approximation, x2. That is, the. difference x_ -
-2

Thus, we have from (1),

Similarly,
x4- etc.

ridur example the error in our approximation x

x3 m 5.3852-- 9

is found:

_ 4 - 5.3852
5.3852 - ,9=< (5.

(sincie x_ 5.)
-2

.00002.

You should notice that-1e formula

gives us the error in our approximation; that is,

numbers
-2
x-and which we have already found.

in terms of the

The above discussion was intended to help you understand why our iteration

process works. In actually using the process, w follow some special rules

about rounding off:

1. When we average and 3- to find the x2,second estimate we
-1

-1

cat_ out the division i

the three digit

In averr ding

digits before dividing,

iigits

exceed

ed by n

1
three digits and average

tocbtoinx_' x2werodoff x_to two
3

. We oarry out the division to four
_ .

1-c ,,e to four dici This estimate will usually

a by 11-1 error tli!,121 .002.

63
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I

Should even more accuracy be required, round

and then divide and average to bix digits.

to three digits

Thew r1es give good ,results with a minimum of computation. (Rounding

off may cause occasional slight discrepancies with the formulas derived Lbov4.)

You may be interested in observing the following table in which the third

estimates'for certain square roots are compared with values given by tables.

In constructing this table we have purposely used instances of ,/171 for which

the first estimate is not close. These are the cases in which we would expect

the method to be least accurate. Notice that nevertheless the results are

excellent.

First
Estimate'

Sec and

Estimate
(1st. Ave. )

Third
Estimate

(2nd. Ave.)

From
Tables

1 1.50 1.41667 1.414214

VU 2.50 2.45000 2.449490

113 340+ 3.60555 3.605551

4.60 4.58211 4.582576

5.70 5 -4772 g 5.477226

7 6.57 .55757 6.557439

7.56 7.55000 7.749834

9 8.5,5;418 8.544004

191 10 9.93Q47 9.539392



This Chapter and the next deal with polynomial

Acomments apply to both chapters._ As to the

aware that there are two

one variable. Let us consider,

mASr regard x as a variable in

- 2)(x - 3) m x2

and the' following general

mathematical content, you should be,

omewhat different ways of looking at polynomials in

for example, the polynomial x2 - 5X 6. ye

Our usual sense; that is, as a definite number.

then an open sentence which is true-for 61.1._

real values of W*Could verify this fact by a procedure that is by now

.quite familiar. The first step might' be written:

wat If s a real number, then (x - 2)(x

from the distributive property.

This point of view about the variable conforms to our earlier definition

',of variable. It conforms, also, to the logical requirements of one important

/outcome of this chapter, the solving oPcertain equations.

Let us consider, for example, the equation

2
x- - 5x 6 . O.

Since for any real number x,

x
2

- 5x 6 - 2)

we may say:

and. only if (x

- 5x 6 m 0 is true for some number x

= 0 is true for this same x.

From one point of view, then, we are staying within the familiar framework

=already developed for working with real numbers. On the other hand, it is

possible to adopt the following somewhat different point of view. We consider
n-1

a system whose elements heve the form a xn a x + a x
an-

are

-0 1- an -lx

real numbers. Examples of the elements of thiswhere ao,

system are:

4 T 2 x , x2 - 8x etc_

We do not regard x as a variable in our earlier sense. Rather, it is what is

sometimes spoken of as an indeterminatethat is, a symbol with which we simply

operate according to certain rules. The properties of this system are taken to

be such that as long as one performs algebraic manipulations the results are

exat]y the sarie as one obtains by regarding the variables as numbers.



n other words, in mathematical system the statement

2
6) (x - 2)(x- - 3) '-

2
is 'true, but it is now a statement that x - 5x 6 and - 2)(x - 3

two names for:the same element of the abstract system.

What, then, is tie advantage of this second approach The important point

that when we consider x as en indeterminate, rather than a number, we are

able to-see easily that our new'system of polynomials in one variable is

similar in structure to the' set of integers. Since we are familiar with the

set of integers, this helps us understand better how certain ideas--such,as

factoring--relate to polynomials. It is closed, first of all, under addition,

subtracOon, and multiplication, but not division. MOreover, it possesses a

unique factorization theorem and 5 division algorithm, both analogous to those

which hold for the integers.

Experienced mathematicians are easily able to move back and forth between

thinking of polynomials as elements in an abstract system and thinking of them

as representing numbers. However, this ability to shift from one point of view

to another require more experience than beginning students have had.

The teacherand textboo author - -is confronted with a dilemma. On the

one hand it is clearly unreasonab to attempt the formal introduction of a

new, at tract mathematical system. Moreover, we want to encourage-the student

to test his work as he goes along by referring to things he already knows--

namely, to properties of the real number system.

On the other hand a.he analogies between the abstract system of polynomials

over the real field and the set of integers are not Only-interesting but very

helpful in understanding polynomials. We wish to avoid confusing the student

with too. many beiv ideas at once, while at the same time suggesting

ideas he will use withincreasing frequency in his, later mathematical work.

The folTowing swgestious as to teaching appear to be consistent with this
purpose and vied in this chapter.

=

1. Memortsation of definittobs should not be stressed.. Although we need

7 vo ai'.o 1'; -= is omial, degree of a polynomial, and the lik4--

should 7 on simple recognition primarily. Thia is

terisi .1 be somewhat provisional.

oring situation, two steps are .

,Teeral TJatLe example,

the properties the rea.i number

'ae Tiven ouggestions as to -how to recognize



. _

r

thin pattern. Diagfaris with arrow'and similar devices are intende

only to aid in his recognition. Students should be remindid /1

frequently that they are only applying known ideas.
N,

3;= Where appropriate, the text notes that a given conclusion "reMinds-

us", or "is similar to" one that we reached, for the integers. .We

do not do much about this except note it, because we do not tent to
4

formalize thepimilarity. However, in discussions you may wish to

be sure stud- a do indeed remember the property of the integers in

question.

Students should be encouraged to check their work, if they are in

doubt, by usihg. numbers.

5. We have noted (Section 16-1) that every polynomial can be expressed

in "common polynomial form". Had we wished to adopt the abstract

point of view noted, we -would have regarded, polynomials in common

polynomial form as elements of our abstract mathematical system.

We would have defined the operation in this system in such a way that

the product of (x 2) and (x-- 3), foxlexample, would. be

x' - ix 6, by definitioA. Our work in witting polynomials in

corrurion polynomial form is thus pointed, toward, a later, more abstract

point of view, even though we do not 71, an issue of this.

6. As the student learns to factor new polynomials, he is given oppor=

tunitiec to apply his knowledge to solving equations. Solving

1 equations thus to some extent provides motivation, and it also serves

as a- reminder of the relation between the work on factoring and our

ideas about real numbers.

This chapter is very'closely related to the next two. For this reason,

it is important to have in mind what degree of mastery is appropriate at

certain stager.

Polynomials

This section deals with addition and subtraction of polynomials. Me

material in subtraction mna ccii inadequate. it will be reinforced, however,

in Chapter 18, where more drill IS provided. This arrangement seems opprop-'

riate, because we use rid of g-hrse, in connection with division of

polynomials in Chapter 18. Therefore, additional drill material is not likely

to be needed in where we arc mainly interested in stressing

idea afJout

r, I



sort SA a the Distributive Property

When write an expression of the form ab as the product a(b +

,ve ire simply applying the distributive property. We emphasize this point.

In order to apply the distributive property, we must first be able to recognize

,ieben a given polynomial has the form ab ac. Thus, we must be able to -

identify a. Now a is simply a common factor of the terms, and hence our

ideas of common factor, and of greatest common factor, are relevant.

Beginning with Section 16-5 we will be increasingly focusing on quadratic

p _omials. The material on factoring by grouping terms will not be needed.

-ntsshould understand.theidee7of factoring by grouping, but they will

-qtly in'their ability to select the terms to group.

16-3. Difference o Squares

16-4. Perfect Squares.

16-5. Factoring by Completing the Square

use three sections are closely related. The ability to recognize per-

fect squaret (Section 16-3), and to factor the difference of two squares

(section 16-4), are both needed, in factoring by completing the square.

r Completing the square will be used over and over again in Chapter 17, and

conseque ly, it is not expected that students will have developed a great

deal of skill in it at tile end. of Chapter 16. It is very important, however,

that they understand thoroughly the idea involved.

bumm evlew



Chapter 11

OADRATIC POLYITOMIAIC

17-1; Factoring by Inspection

17-2. Yactoring h Inspection, (coot gaited)

The -student should linden:land first polynogiair '.:thich can, be factored over

the integers by inspection car, ml Lie ftietered 1)::,/ the method of completing the

square. They should becov familiar withcTetTlriethodr.

In factoring nolnomilg over the intt,ggm intuition and ing13nuity play

a role. Ptudent not to (11.uruged from gue2niuu,, no should they be

required to fonow ft figil ge,inerj'e of' in JctOring. The very process

of testing a wrong guess !rir:/ help a student to greater- understandlng .

studentri will enjoy lit..dng tht,;r- rrgiidedge about factoring integers to

find short cut;; fticitorLhg po.irogi!Jag.

17-? Factoring Dyer thu Foal Dirlr-2r

Between the vohriderntiir if Cat_.ttigging olgnomials over the integers and ,

that- Of Ii tutu pnirjomit.Th vett tie real nurClern, it would have been poeoible

to give more attent:_en to gol,,,ncminig over the rational numbers.

luppo,:e , for exTaimit tx_ t- prcid utt t tot

of decter f F it oItIc fur it; . The proces Is

extreme fy- ;LiroLe So 10
t )

Indeed, ',.;e
onLb tro ci Li: :10 the prodUct or a

rationni Nur'ier 'the iormi al. with integer coefficients

)
fi

of

t
it Ii tort :it all obvious

that it '2")ti
L tLit; at fount numbers, The

more =
, :

tri t the het ter

1 oWL: prom a :lemma

ii.ottirorle over the

; g IL t lutt.t1 numlerr.
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On the other hand, x + 3x + 1 to facto-ahle over the real numbero:

3x + 1 (x +

Incidentally, one imnediate conLequenee of Nunn' Tema is the irration-

ality of J. Fr if -,17., were rational, then x- 2, or al would

be factorable over the rntionalz. But - 2 is a potyn0mind 10

factorolle over the integero. -Hence, it cannot be Toctorable over the rat-lona:Is.

A2 we Lee, torturing polynomials over the rational s doer not rive or any

new Actorinc ponsibilities of importance. We hove chosen to minimiLe any dis-

oasolon of it for two pedagogic reasons. First, the rtudent will need. factor-o
Laationo like in connection with hl o otbdy of parabolao. Second.,

the manipulative proLlems of factoring are time consuming, and we have felt it

wise tominimisie extraneouL matters,

l7- Quadrntic Rquationo

Wrtinii. the rtiard fora of th,, vQ1ynunlai Ir on eaoy exercise

in corTlellnr the odunro, It will Le a nrefui tool in dealing later with

rrapho Of paruiiboiai-:-

The nuadrati fon:111o. conclude: thio chapter, It IL Inaerted as a natural

reneralization of the solution or luadratic equations by completing the squore.

It not idended that IT- stuuent acluirn mastery (,1- ore, '11-le,w1de

the tecnninne of comiMetihi the nuore tooter its continued

ore in solving quadirntic equations jilEitifihIl-Me We want the rodent to con-

tihne to Improve hir h, mnItlp LI. i,loreover, the inlerpretioh of the

quAxutIo WLIA. to pie:uae:, :phi ii: ore ponheTiehtly err meehanieal,

whon the :atuden- can relate it to be on- nob ir the quodrotic polynomial, which

will ic direns tn Char ter
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we mur.3t exclude I) from the domain. We do nut have true cenlencerif x ie

0. However, II we re7,ar1 x ac, on indetermire, U ct ±

UEaln a L;tatement .oLout ci CIrL til 0 in our '.1)L-otn!et f.:Lout the

d grim_ n of x -4:1()Uld.. le me Lr! Inc e

We feel 141,-tt the ;70001-id I1c' ccv j t

i!ivee the aecumed Jekel or -ma-c1,1.L.1 ai eme.ha:A:Led

the fir::,t point of i OW r.0Id -7 the

v.,..Jr-iLLI)lo in de'Alinr with vaiLuual H, re it ,11

(.Litter i .2"t: d "-

divi,ien ty U mud t be tl'eted
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Chapter 19

110_7111 a'Ei OF OPETI SENTENM

1.-_ t U L.

The h.!-,.e had deal of experience in _DILvir4:., a:la:AL-Dn.-3 by

e'n,in of equin.ili cat ciatiania objective, of ,20are;e,

oLety:dr. ..!=n Q :V: nith Offt At the 1-e,! inn an of -this

rev, ew ::e1(i p,clttan in c itcH eLt to a ..eecond if One L ,D11-tained

I T ther i
everible ste stes n_re:

Addi rua itn!) number to both :3-ides,

11.1tiplyil, (or dividir ) path sides by a non-i.,ero real. number,

i:' . I La; 7-1,2' lite it cc aid 1,0 :t,t(t. Dr suotract a phrase containino a

a aient to, eay 22x - ) i a , 2x = 1) + ,

he iauttnr what number a represents. On

1
the nt her irl a ,:; not t-1,-1111---1.(-7tit, to X - H since, for one

a-

_x : it 1 -flat r,:)0 r tice, however, that

Fe.I C 1t I C z 3 ad x / 0".

A -rrn!-.6-, .L in try-J.= tic Lye for example , x=2

not efluly :=11 eat, to the pivert aqua-

t tic,Lee., a: I 1 y eormarilif= truth act. We might solve x

77(y - :2) - - 2

= C,

a -

r)

x-2 x-2

vibtrr_loting 3(x - 2)

di stributive property

din 0 inciter a 0 or
b =

!,.t_4.)-ve is reven511,1e.

Leel, s Luce if in, thea .I - '0 or a =

that

,t_r

aJf, cauivijent -to

'we treoted ir this rect ion.
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19-2. E1uati2ns i,raction;

10 nciw -t? elurftions such as

e expves;sion, we agree
that the som..,..ul :Di' 'T._ he : : THal:e any denomanutor
0,

1 1r5- 3 lt (10 ;T) ';,!-1 v",

hh,c! h,h,d

.ser.tence

It th) ;sr 4h both hides". In this
thr: sjH h. We then de with situa-

tiOlth L.Tth doe;.-. not lead to an equiva-

it fhllow:. I a subset of the solution
o:th sideh

The truth t h0 the trit set of' x Those
hollhut Li: h thr., .::.L-re not solutions of the

n!LI F
C.' ed "e...,--ht-1.7Lneouh .:h.:plutions" of

: soIut ion is a
rnc7.-.0 at ,T)iti: a 7i

1-L,(2 truth ,.:et is riot a
n

hr e ; h."

htuc.ler-A 5.

ee h..

ne s-Ludent Is cautioned
i0tniju is used.

fr,r x, so he should
be attac ked Sy

us x Ista thEt.n. 1.



19-4. Inequalities

The major tooin to be used. in finding the solution set of an inequality

are the addition and mpitiplieation proverties of order. The addition property

A( -of order presents no essentially new problem. (in the other han, the uulpll

cation property of order mUnt be used with caution.

We first review the material on nolving ineluo2itien which ha: been pre-

sented: easlie: in the program, particbliirly in chapter 10.

The problem of multiplying both sides of an equality by a phrase which is

eit_cr positive for all valgaes of the variable or is negative all values is

discusoed briefly= That is, < 0 is equivalent to x < J, since.

is positive for all real number: x, i:dlr oe 0 is

-x- -

x U, mince -x- - 2 0 for all regal nun) er.7 a.

If a phrase is positive for some value; of the variable, zero for other

values, and negative for otill others, then we count investiEe all three

Dossibilities, ,1uppose a < 2 is true. Ii both hides of this inequality

%re multiplied by a, what conblusion may tie dsatm about the order of a-

nil

If < a < 2, then a` < 2a.

0 , then a r

If , then > 2a.

quemtion in connection with ineauaflties such an

x - I)(x - -0) > 0 which arise in the otudy of elementary calculus. This

port'!os, of tho sec;tior in starred, but it is not extremely difficult.
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y -x - 1

which is satisfied. by all the points of the line through the p-Iven points.

However, the two equations ore not equivalent since they do not Ionic the s,.mp

truth set.

20-5 Surrirnal-y and Review
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21-1. Grapl-w. of I noqualitieo
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H.' fr!
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.
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Chapter 22

SYSTEME OF EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

22-1. fiyetema! of Equations

22-2. System- of Equations Continued

The system of linear equations

Ax C = 0

Dx Ey F = 0,

is, the conjunction

Ax A- By C = 0 and Dx Ey F = 0,

ar ise in many conteXt Where two variables have two, conditions placeel on them

edusly. Th probably explains why such a system is often called a

"syttet of simultaneou,s, equations".

We want the ,..tudents to continu extendin their ideas about sentences,_

truth sets, and graphs. Thus, sue system is another example of a sentence

in twojeriables,,and we again fae_ the problem of describing its truth set and

drawing its graph. As before, we solve this sentence by obtaining an eqUivalent

sentence whose truth set is obvious. Here we are aided by the intufitive

geometry of lines Two,lines either intersect In exactly one point or they

are parallel. If the lines giveh by the system intersect, then the point of

latersection Must have coordinates satisfying both equations of the system,

and this ordered pair is the solution of the sentence. This, the problem is

one of finding two lines through this point of intersection -whose equations

are the mebt-simple; namely, :q vertical line and a horizontal line. All methods

of solving such systems are actually procedures for finding these two lines.

Our purpose here is to derive a method for solving a system of equations

By -r C = 0
(A / 0 or E L7 i O or E )

Ey + F
yea

on the assumption that this system has exactly one ordered pair_of real numbers

as its Solution. We think of the individual- Clauses of the system as equations

of lines and try to find x vertiAil line and a horizontal line which pass

through the point common to this first pair of lines. If these new lines have

&equations "x , and. t"y , ,hen (a,b) is the solution of our system.

The lines of the syltem Sy + C , 0

Ey + F

have exactly one point in common' .only if -they sze=neither parallel nor

77



, coineictent. We know that two lines are parallel or coincident if and only if

they are both vertical or both have the name slope. Putting these statements

together we can say that the lines of the above system have exactl bne

-in common if and only if:
3

1. B / 0 and E / O (neither line7is vertical),and - (the

lines are not parallel or identical or

One of the numbers B and E is 0 and the other is not

line is vertical and the other is net).

A very acute student may inquire howAhese conditions affect the method

for solving like r systems whicli is riven in the text. He may wonder why, for

example, we are always able to select proper multipliers r and a which

yield eq4ations of horizontal and vertical lines through the point common to

the given lines, if there is exactly one point. The relatie between the

algebraic solution process .and the gbometry depends on the following theorem.a

one

Theorem. The lines of the system

Ax + By + C 0 (where A, B are not both: 0

Dx + gy t F = 0 and D, E are'not both 0#)

are parallel or coincident if and only if there exist real

numbers r and 5,' not both zero, such that

rA +isD = 0 and rB + sE = O.

PrOof: Let us. prove first that if the lines, are parallel or coincident,

then there exist numbers r and s, not both zero, such that

rA sD = 0 and rB + sE - 0. There are two cases. Either the

lines are vertical, or they have the same slope. If they are

vertical, then

B i= 0, A/ 0, D/ 0,

and we may choose r and a = A so that

rA + sD = ( -D )A + AD - 0 and rB + sE = r0 + s0 ='0.

If the lines have the same slope, then. - g = - that is,

r = -E;
D_

(H /
E

and I F 0.) In this case we may choose

a B.

Then rA + sD = + BD = 0
w

+ sE (-Ob.+ B(E) = O.

Conversely, us issi_tme that there exist re61 numbers r

and s, not Lath such thr,-, sD . 0 and rB + sE = 0.

We need to show that the Utica 'are parallel or coincident. Since

r- and a :ire not both 0 let in Supposo 0.

A . D
the equality of and T,.



an ordered pair satisfies

then it satisfies

By +C) + s(Dx 0. (1)

Since rA + sD m 0 and rB + sE m 0, by our assumption, then

equation (1) becoMes

re + sF = 0. (2)

If (2) is false, then no ordered-pair satisfies the s that is,

the lines are parallel.

If (2) is true, then since r / 0 we have

D = A
r

- E B
r

- F = C.
r

That is, Ax + By-+ C = 0 and. Dx + F = 0 are

equations, and every goiNt which liesl'onohe line li

as well. In this case, the two Tines coincide.

This theorem

wish to solve -

quivaient

on the other

lows us to justify the method of the text. Suppose we

Ax + By + C = 0

Lrx + Ey + F = 0

where A and D are not both 0 and C and D are ndf.both! 0, and wh

the two lines have exactly one point in common. Let us suppose A / 0 or

We take r = D, s = -A.

D(Ax By + C ) - A(Dx + Ey,+ F) -0

is an equation in which the coefficient of x is clearly O. However, the

coefficient of y is not U, since if DB - Ph we would have both

rA SD . 0 and rB + sE = 0 in violation of our theorem.

Similarly- B / 0 or E / 0, we can obtain an equation, in which the

coefficient of y i= 0 but the coefficient of x is 0.

The cases where A and D are both 0, or E and F are both
0

seen to involve pmi el lines.



, We do vat expect etudentsto follow an exposit On of this length. However,

we hope they will understand that when we have two equations for which the

lines have one and only one point in common, then we can write equivalent

system for which the solution, is obvious.

The use of the form r(Ax By -F,C) -g(rtc + 4 F) 0 emphasizes the

idea of what is sometimes called the "addition" method, or the,"eliminstion"

method, Once students have understood this idea, they are encouraged to use

the more customary form in writing up their solutions.

In Sections 22-1 and 22-2 we concen rate on the case where the given llines

are neither parallel nor coincident.

24-3. Par lel and Coincident Lines; Solution by Substitution

We discus; systems of the form

By C'= 0

kBy F

0 or F / 0

It is pointed out that the lines of this system are parallel, since they have

the same slope but have different y-intercepts. Thq student is led to see

that the methods of the precedaNg sections, if applied to this system, will

result in the (false) numerical sentence 7.k.0 F = 0 (k / 0, C / 0 or F / 0).

On the other hand, if the lines had some point in common,. then kC 0

would. have to be true. Thus, both geometric considerations and our algebraic

techniques enable us to see that the truth set of the system is

Bimilaxiy,the graph of a system o7 the form

Ax By + C = 0

kAx + kBy kC

o,

consists of a single line (the "two" lines-have the same slope and same

y-inter-cept). The algebraic procedures of Section 22-1 and 22-2 lead to the

(true) numerical sentence 0 , O.

In order to decide, before attpmptinr: to solve the system whether two

given lines are parallel or coincident, it is convenient to find-the slope of

rn ,h. 7n idea lt:ads us to write each eluation in y-form.

ir m

the lin

Dint tese

and. 1)1 _ Liars are patraliel. If m
I

are coincident. If thewthe line

,d Tn this (!rip.e

m and

hove a

bf r]Ild



d = m2c are both true sentences. To determine c, we argue that

Talc + bi and m
2-
c + b, are both names for d; hence, mic + bi = mac + b2

and 'we may solve this equation for c. This discussion leads, then, in a

natural way, to the solution of a system of linear equations by thd "substi u-

tion" method.

'Obviously, the argument above fails if one. of the lines is vertical

therefore has no y-form. This special case is discussed in Items 63-71.

Finally, we point out that, even if neither line is vertical, it is sometimes

convenient to solve one or both equations for x rather than for

22-4. Systems of Inequalities

have, throughout thiZurse, treated ivalities along with equatiam. r

It is natural, then, to examine systems of linear inequalities in this chapter.

Our technique of p5lving such a system is, of course, graphical. The material

of this section provides a sound elementary introduction to linear progrand

and to the study of convex nets.

Y.

22-9. Review

-4



Chapter 23

GRAPHS OF QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS

23-1. Graphs of Equations of the Form y= ax2 k

23 -2. Graphs of rations of the Form y h)2 k 4
This chapter deals with polynomials of the for ax2 bx c.

The algebraic techniques for,-working with such pdlynomials h developed

in Chapter 17. Students who need review at this point Ghoul red to

the relevant portions of Chapter 17.

Students who have mastered the process of completing the square should

find it easy to rewrite the equation y ax2 M bx + c in the equivalent form

y a(x h)2 + K. They shouldalso be able to recognize that the graph of

this equation represents a translation of .the equation y = ax2. In order to

obtain the graph of y a(x - h)
2

k, we move the graph of y = ax
2

and we move it

lhi units to the right if h is positive; or

ihi units to the left if h is negative;

Ihl

I hi

units up if k' is positive;

units down if k is negative.

Little would be gained by requiring memorization of this rule. In later

courses the student will becOmf familiar with the concept of directed distance,

which will enable him to formulate the procedure more easily, and he will study

in more detail the idea of translation. Faithful to the idea of the spiral

curriculum, we feel it appropriate to limit the objectives here to:

1. Some intuitive feeling for the situation. (I'

2. A recognition that the ides. of ',moving" one graph to obtain another

carries with it the explicit ides. of a particular correspondence

(actually, a one -to -one correspondence) between the points of one

graph affd the other.

In actually graphing, y = a(x we would. prefer thst the student

locate the vertex by using its property of ,eing the "highest" point on the

curve (if a < 0) or the "lowest" (if a > 0).

This method exemplifies a'major objective that gaining some under,

standing of how ten algebraic property of an elu4ilon is related. to a geometric

observation about a curve.



23 -3. 01Madratic Polynomials of the Form y = bx c

The student has already solved quadratic equations by completing the

square Some reteaching and reinforcement may be needed here. -The relation-

ship between an algebraic statement- -the solution set of ax
2

bx c is 0--

and a geometric onethe parabola y = ax` bx c does not intersect the

x-axis--supplies another instance of the point of view we want to stress.

This section uses a number of ideas that have been developed earlier.

The teacher who is pressed for time may wish to work through a few selected.

examples as a cumulative review and as an illustration of the way in which

several ideas can be combined. if a choice must be made, it would be better

to leave this chapter before mastery is gained. than to omit the next one.

23-4. Summary and Review



Chapter 24

4

FUNCTIONS

The concept of functions is basic to mathematic in much the same way

that the set concept is basic. It is implicit in many things the student has

already done, not only in

seen in social studies, fo

thematics but
I

in other subjects. He probably has
=

example, tableis associating with each year the

population of a certain city for that year

24-1. The Function Concept

We say that we have a function when wejlave a rule for associating with

each number of a certaiap set of numbers (the domain) exactly one number of a

second set (the range).

According to this definition, the domain and range are sets of real numbers,

since a "number", for purposes of this course, is a real number. In later

courses the student will meet functions in which the domain and range are sets

other than real numberS. Such a function might, for example, have sets of

points in the plane as its domain of definition. As an illustration, -.associate

h each point (x,y) of the plane the abscissa x of lohe point.: In this

case the domain-is the set of all paint: of the plane and the range is the set

'of all real numbers. If we associate with each point (x,y) of the plane, the

point ( -x,y), the result is a function with both domain and range the sen-

all points in the plane.

In the discussion about functions, it is import-

opportunity the following points:

o emphasise at every

1. To each number in the domain of definition, the function assigns one

and only one number from the range. In other words, we do not have

"multiple-valued" functions. However, the slime number-of the range

can
=

be assigned to many different elements of the domain.

2. The essential idea of function is found in the actual association

from numbers in the domain to numbers in the-range and not in the

particular way in which the association happens to be described..-

Not all functions can be represented. by algebraic express _n5.

24-2. The Function _ I

The examples in this 5ection provide opportunities for empha ring further

the three points listed above.

90



Students should understand that in particular the some function can be

described in many ways Two descriptions lead to the seine function whenever

(1) the some set of numbers is the domain of both, (2) with each element of

the domain the some number is associated. Notice that two functions are

different when they have differeht domains, even though the same algebraic

sentence may be involved in the description of both.

24-3. Graph of Functions

Let us consider a set of ordered pairs, such no two elements of the

set-have the same first number. Such a set of order d pairs describes a

function. Th2 first numbers which occur in the pairs of the set are the

elements of the domaih'of the function. For ed pair (a,b) in our set,

a is an element of the domain, and b is the number associated with a.

Notice that in order that our set of ordered pairs describe a function, it is

essential that it not contain two pairs with the same, first number. We would.

not have a function if two different numbers were associated with the same

element of the domain.

On the other hand, if A a.`e a function, then we can always consider the

set of ordered pairs in which a is an element of ,the domain and.

the number associated with a b; the function.

Since every set of ordered .pairs corresponds to a set of points, every

function has a graph; namely, the graph of the set of ordered. pairs.

Notice particularly that the graph of a fuhction cannot contain two dif-

ferent points with the same abscissa.

The relation between f

is very close, as we see.

ordered. , -s of numbers such

-.ions and certain kinds of sets of ordered poi-
.

we mii:ht have defined, a function as A set c

elements have the same first number.

24-4. Line C.Nadratic Functions

Au,ient 17 ,er tire "direct variation" and

"inverse variation", as well as the phrase "p iz a function of x". FroM a

strictlyloi7iCal. point ,Jr view, we ceuid avoid such us;_ge,e, but we hs.-c pre-

ferred to not 2 wtin t they eell be internreted in terms of Our def!-

nibioh.

24= view



Supperrieptary References

MUch interest has been expressed in supplementary reading material in

mathematics for the purpose of reference, enrichment, motivation of interest

in mathematics, and in materials that may challenge the better students. Access

to such materials has not always been easy, and when such reading matter was

available, it was incumbent upon the good teacher to direct relevant literature

of the appropriate level to the studentts attention.

The following list of references for the ninth grade student is offered%
6

to help relieve the teacher of this somewhat onerous task. It draws on the

volumes of the NEW MATHEMATICAL LIBRARY (N ML), which is a series'of expository

monographs produced by the School Mathematics Study Group and aimed at the level

of maturity of the secondary school pupil. The detailed references are by no

means complete, but we hope that they will serve to suggest procedures which

will be helpful in whetting appetites for m-thematical inquiry.

Volume

VOLUMES OF THE NEW MATHS MATICAD LIBRARY TO DATE

Niven Ivan

Au Title

TIOOAL AND IRRATIONAL

Sawyer, W. W.

WHAT IS CALctiiUS ABCUT.

Beckenbach, E. an,! Belljnan

AN INTRODUCTIOV TG INEWATJTUZ

Kazarinoff, N. D.

GEOMMEIC IDEQ

}and, C. T.

THE FROBLE1 7-2,COK

Davt. P. J.

THE WEN OF

TAT2(7)

0,:E1:



Vol

8

10

Author and Title

I. M.

_EOMETRIC TRANSFb

C. D.

COMINUED FRACTIONS

Oystein

GRAPHS AND TEEM USES

11 HUNGARIAN PROBLEM BOOK I

'12 IAN PROBLEM BOOK II

13 Aaboe, Asger

EPISODES EARLY HISTORY OF MATH TICS

14 Grossman, I. and W. Magnus

GROUTS 4 THEIR GRAPHS

Following each topic listed below is a set of number pairs such as (1 ,

The first numeral refers to the volume in the series, and the second, in mos

cases, to the chapter in that volume. Thus, (1 ,'3) refers to Volume 1,

Chapter 3. In the case of Volume 6, which.is divided by section instead of

by chapter, the second sumjal refers to the section specified. Volumes 11

and, 12 are collections of problems of the Eotvos Competitions for the years

1894 through 192_ These e printed in chronological order. For these, the

reference (11 , 1899/3), for example, indicates Volume 11, Problem 3'of the

1899 competition. Those references which we consider to be challenging for%

the average ninth grader have en asterisk to the left of the reference designs,-

tion; we leave Lt to the discretion of the teacher 'decide whethA' the

reference is appropriate for the particular 'student

Topic References

Approximation 10), 11 (12 1928/1)

Approximation to

Computing nes

relation

Graphs

Graohlcalt Yrpro
of velocity



13r ha (continued)

Graphs of inequalities

SlOpe of. a.eurve

Identity element

Inequalities

Triangle inequality

Linear equations

Networks (topology)
-Pr-

Numbers and number systems

Babylonian number system

Binary system

Decimal representation

Periodic decimals

Positional notation

3)

(2 , 6)

(1 , 1)

(1 3), (3 1),

(12 1907/3), (12 , 1913/1)

(3

(6 , 22)

(10 , 1), (10 ,

Real .nu ers (1

Irra tonal numbers

Rational numbers

Real number line

Number theory

Composite numbers

Congruence modulo p

Divisibility

Divisibility criteria

*(6

(1a

(12

Natural numbers and integers (1

(12

Normal numbers (6

'Perfect numbers (6

Primes (1

(12

Triapg 1 numbers (6

flit

,

,

,

,

4)

2), (1 , (12 , 1907/3), 12 , 1917/2

1925/2), (12 , 1927/2)

1925/2)

3)

3), *(1
4%.

2), *(1 , 4)

3)

20)

21), *(11 , 1898/1)

1899/3), (12 , 1908/1), 1911/3),

1925/1>

20)

1), (12 , 19 *(12 1913/1),

, 1926/2)

, 18)'

, (-11 , 1903/1)

, 1), , Append A), (6 20),

, 1923/3), (13 , 2)'

, 2o)

Unique factorisation , Append B)

Pigeonhole principle

19)

(12 , 1)06/A,

(12 , 1126/1)

88

9

1907/3),



Fr rertiee of numbers

Associative property

Closure

CoMmutative property

Distributive property

oof

'a tic equations

Topics from physics

Acceleration

Constant speed

Instantaneous velocity

Scientific notation

Varyinz speed

Unique fa

(1 , 1)

, 1), , 4)

(1 , 1)

(1 , 1)

(1 ,

(1_ 1_96/2), *(11 , 1899/2)

(2 , 7)

0 2)

3)

(6 , 8)

(2 , 2)

, Append. B)



ouJCCECTED TE0TIT

The llwing suggested teat items for each chapter are provided as

samples of appropriate questions on the. goals of the chapter, rather than as

a complete test.

Additional test he found. in the Teacher's Commentary for the

First Course in Algeb-

chapter', using the fo:

Page references ,for these will be given for eac_

T.C., 9F, pages 16718 Items 1-11.

Chapter 1. SETS AND THE NUNIAER LINE

True False:

The set of counting numbers is a subset of the set of whole numbers.

2. The set of whole numbers is a subset of the set of rational numbers.

3. The -set of co

4.

number:J. is a subset of the sot of rational numbers

The set of rational numbers is,

Let S (0,1j. Then

possible sums of pairs c

itself).

A line is an infinite sot o point,

7 We assume point on the number line to the right of the point

o set of counting numbers.

is closed under the operation of forming all
H

elements (includtrirthe sum of an element and

with coordinate 0 which is a rational number.

-- points on the nankes 1. ee bstweon the point with coordinate

the point with floor1inat ilr7n an' nfinite set.
1000

There

Multiple Cllsize:

10. Whi -h or In, Jol

11

i0

-,
nl_u1f ers botwoen 0 and 1000.

2'11, Lortal num'ber?

f
7



of the'following numera1s-n

names a different number?

a. 42b. u

Let 14- be the st Of whole numbei and let N be the set of counting

numbers.

a.

14. Let

a. 0

Of these sets, the number 0 is an elethent of

4r,

b.. N only . c. both W and- N

0,1] and let S (2,3). en BAS is

b.

1 . Which of the folldwihg is

a. (3)6,9, ..., 3i000)

b. (30,60,90, ...)

nfinite set?

er W.nor N

d.- (0,1,2,3)

,of grains of wheat grown
in the United .States during 1962. t

16. Which of the following is a correct way to

whole numbers"?

a. (2,4;6,8,

b. (0,2,4,6, ...

c. (0,2,

d.

I
set of all even

17. .Which of the following is a correct way to write "the empty set"?

a. 0 b. (0) c. 0 d.

1 given the following sets:

D: The set of all counting numbers less th

E: The,set of all whole numbers greater than 2.

F: The set (1,2,3;4)-

Which of the following statements is true?

D is a subset of E. d, F is a subset of F.

E is a subset of D. e. D and F arm the 'dale set.

C. F is a subset of E.

19. Let R 1,2,3). Which of the following statements is not true,?

a. R- is a subset ofithe set of counting numbers.

b. is a subset of R.

a. The empty set is a.smbset of R.

d. R is a subset of the empty set.



20. TOO'nUAbers be

a.

17 19 $

12

are

c.

20

Completioff: .,

N.

2L The ,set of people of the United States a subset of the set tit*

TriTri7EIT
people of Washington, D.C.

22. Let T e (2,20,28,36)

a subset Of R.

diet R-== 4,6, .. Then T
ip,is not

23. Let U be the set of all Odd whale numbers which are greater than 100.

In set natation U =

A number associated with a point on the number line,is called the

of the point.

13
On the number line the point with c ordinate is, to the

129
of the point with'-coordinate

Number Line:

DIRECTIONS:

30
right,left)

ns 26 -28. Refer to the number line and the

information given below. Then match the.points with the

corresponding coordinates.

0

Points P, Q, S,

coordinates of P,

P Q T

T are shown on the number line above. The

and T are among the members-of the set

,7 3 5
g
9 157 15

1

26. The ,coordinate of is

The coprdinate.of S is

28. coordinate of



the nuttier line show the greph-of the _set of

and
.f

1'
30. the number line show the graph of.

DIRECTIONS; Questions31-34'.

corresponding grE

Column A

he set-of whole numbers less than

Match the setskin Col

hs in'Column

Column B

The se k of counting number6 less
than- 2.

32. The set of numbers in

a.

-ith he

(0,1,2)11(0,1). 0 1 .2
-

The set of numb- in c.
(m0,1,2)1.)(0,1).

The set of whole numbers be

0 1 2

d.

0 and .3. 0 1 2 .3

e. 4 1

0 1 2 3

Which of the folio

0 1

2 X

36, Which of the fo116w

a.

is illustrated by the diagram below?

3 3 xi LA

7

d. 2 2 2

is illustrated by the diagram below?

1 2

b. c '$7 d 2 + 7

see TX., 9n pages 16-18, Item 1-11.
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p Chapter 2. - NUMERALS AND VA15IASIES .1

True4Paise:

1. Addition4Lnd multiplication are binary operations.

2. A symbol for. an operation is -1 numeral.

3. A givenu rn1-a1 may represent. several-numbers..

I. A given 'number may be

6(7 - 8)
15 - 3

e:1-*50

6.. 5(1 +1) = 1

12
7. = 12 -

Matching:

refreaented by several numerals.

the number 2

DIEECTIOn: QUestions 8-13. Select the property that is-

illustrated-by the example. A prop4rty maybe

selected more than once.

Example Property

1 1 1
a. Associative property of

5 5
addition

9. (4 8 2) (8 (4 5) b. Associative property of
multiplication

10. (5 x 7) x 2 . 5 x (7 x

0

12. 0

2

X'12) )---[,(5 2)

13. 5, x 2.6 = 2.6 x

c. Commutative property of
addition

d. Commutative property of
multiplication

istributive property

DIRECTIONS: Onestions 14-17. Match the items in Column with the

eorreopoodinE item: ih Column A.

Column A Column B

14. 2 3=7
7

16. (30)(5)'

17. 18 4

a. Numerical phrase for the number 22

b. A true sentence

Indicated product

d. A faisesentence

Commutative property of addition

94'
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The quotient of the numbers x and

The quotient of -the numbers 2(5 + 3) and 4,

c. The ate_ of the numbers -2 x 5 and

d. The gum of the numbers

IV"the etributive property" we mean "the, distributive prope

ion over multiplication".

Given the sentences:

I. 3(n + 4) . 3n + 4

II. 3n + 4 . 4 + 3n

b. of multiplication over add' on",-.

III. 3(n + = (n + 1013

IV. 3(n + 4) = 3n 12

For, n gny number of arithmetic, the following are true:

a. I and II only

b. II and III only

c. II and IV only

II, III, and IV

22. Given the sentences:

I. n + 3 . 5 + n

-) +5 n+ (3 + )

III. 5(n + . 5n + 3

If n is zero, then the following is true

a.- I only" b. II only c. Ill only d. Both II and III

II



ributive property

Use the distributive property to express the numerICal phrase

as- an indicated

Use the distributive property'to=express the phrase (18) (17)
5, 5

an indicated product.

Insert pirentheses to make a true,,s stement.

6 + 13 >< 5

Finding _1 Names fOr Numbers:

Al

DONS !- Questions 28-31. Find the common name. of

100 following.

and multiplication, you may be able to write the

at sight.

ach of the

If you use the.propities of

28. (7)(13)

29. (j)(57)

30. 6 + 20 + +18=

31

2(
32.

DIRECTIONS: .Qu estions 32-34. Find the common name for each of
the following.

when a

33; c(a b) +,c when a is 3, is 2, and c is

34. (a b) when a is b is

Also, see T.C., 9F, pages 40-42, erns 1-16.

96

is 3, d is 4.

_tion

--r
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3.

4;

5.

6.

True-False:'.

< 2(3) 5

(7 - 2 )321 2

(1 2)(2 + 3

5 + 3 > 8

5 =_3+ 4

5 = 3 2 5 > 4

7 >-5 + 1 and 4 < 2

7<5 +1 or .4 1

Comletion:

+ 3

3

9. The truth set of an open sentence is a subset of the

variable.-

The graph of a sentence is a graph of -the

The sentence < n < may be read

12. Write an open sentence whose

and, or

-la set is graphed below.

of the

n!

Given the formula F

Multi le aice

141 Given the uentencep.

I. ^x

Then 14) is the truth se

I, but not II

II, but not I

1 3 5

32, if C is 45,. then F

97
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At 6

c. Both'I an 'II

3. Neither 1 nor II -

he gen enee%



e open sentence r< 10" has same triath set as

<-10 and p =,1Q
> 10 and p a 10

1

17.

iS

p < 10 or p = 10
p > 10 or p = 10

e, open sentence , 6" has the same truth ,set as

< 6 and t = 6
b. t6 and t =6

Finding Truth Sets:

c. t < 6 or t -6

t 6' or t = 6

If the domain of the variable is the set y1,2,31,, find the truth set

of each open sentence.

19- 3t +2= 3

on

23.

Find the truth of 'each of .the following open senteneL-s:

3 t

2x = 4

t

10



,N1004%.:

:DIRECTIONS: Questions 24-28. Select the correct graph for each

.-Open setenCe: The-domain of the variable is the set.

24.. x 3 .or X it

Z. t < 3 and t < 4

26. t < 3 and t>14

x<3 or 'y <

28. y < .3 or y>It

of all numbers of arithmetic.

'va.

'b.

C.

a.

H 1

1 2 3 4 5

(graph of 0)

2

1

0 1 2 4 5 '-

DIRECTIONS: Questions 29-31. Select the correct truth set for ti
given sentence.sentence. The amain of the variable is the set

Sentences

29. 5x < 25

.
30. y+3

of all numbers of arithmetic.

a. (0,1,2,3,4]

Truth Set

b. The set of all numbers of arithmetic except 5

c. The set of all numbers of arithmetic ,less than 5

31. 3 8
d. The set c 11 numbers of arithmetic greater than

Drawing Graphs:

DIRECTIONS: Questions 32-34. Draw the graph of the truth set of

) each of the following. The domain of the variable is

the set of all numbers of arithmetic.

32. 3p - . 4

33. 21 4- 5 = 11

34. x5

see T.C. 9F, pa,ges b972, items 1-16.

99
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Zhopter 4. PROPERTIES OF MONS

True7False:

7e7 (13 - 1 > 787

787(13 13) < 787

5(0) .-0 and 5 +0.0

4. 5(0) or

-1
1

7

7(x + 3)p< Trx A- 3

7 . 8xy + 6xy = 14xy

3t 4x + 5x 1- 2t I- 7x

MRletion:

9. Since th sullen" any number n and zero is equal to l'i zero is ea111d.

element for addition.the

10. multiplication property of '1 ma ! be used to write

7_7 ) 56
9 9 72

11. The common name
+ 15

15
is

12. The distributive property may be used to write

+ 3)(x 7) = (x x

4'13. The sentence 3 5 . 5 3 is not true. Yiis shows that the

erope ty does lot hold for division.
/

14. We are awured that the phras (-

the property of /

100

names the number 0 because of



The. truth set'Of the sentence

The set of all numbers of arithmetic

The set of all shore numbers

1 2 4
16. let R = (0, 1) ,aud .

closed under the operation of forming all possible

"elements (including the sum of in element and it

a. R only b. S only c. VElothiR and S -Ngither R nor 0

c.

d.

Which of these i

Ma of pairs of

17. -Consider the sentences

I. (3 _ =

II. x (5

Which o these are) true for ever slue of the variables?

`a. I only b. II only c. Both'I and II d. Neither I nor II

3y + xy

18. If thp prope ies of addi ion'and multiplication are used, the open-

phrase 7x 3y 5y x can be written

,a. 7x + By c. ax + By

7x By d, 8x2 8y2
2

19. If .the properties of operatic
j

uspd, by + 6(x

_ 6x + 5y c. 6-1°,30y

6x 10y d 10x 10y

20. If -e properties of operations ax _

as the indimeted sum

a. 10 2
b. 10 2x +2

Used, (2 x

c. 10 5x x

d. 10 7X x2

21. If the distributive property is used

be written as the indicated: product

a. .(xy + 1)xy

b. = xy(1 y)

can be- itten a

can be written

the indicate& sum xy xy
2

can

d. xy(1 + xy`)

101
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DIRECTIONS: Questions 22-26. Select .the property that is illustrated

ly the exanple.

a. Associative property o

5y b. Associative property of

edition-

c. Commucative-property of-addition

d. Commtative prOperty of
multiplication

e. Multiplication property of 1

Distributive property

UneOr Properties:

DIRECTIONS: Questions 27-28. Using the distributive property

27. (2 4-

28. .3a(5b

each indicated product as an indicated Sum without,

parentheses.

DIRECTIONS: Questionl 29-310 Using, the distributive property write

each indicated: sum as an indicated product..

3x + 3Y

30. ay by

3IC 7y -I- 2;2

..DIRECTION0: Questions 32 and Using the properties'ofaddit on
i

and multiplication write each open phrase in simpler

f6ThR.

30 x 2y 10x

33 i8+ b 8a

we

see T f)F. es 72-74, Items 17-26.

102
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Chapter,5. OPEN S ENIIII ES AU) ENGL "ESH SIINTENCES

1

Open Ph ii rases:

'qMection White an ripen phr e -d by each
s

followling Eng :Loh phraes, Use only - given

variable' -.

ollars.

solinb 0

11 y' t - a

1:71-0E. nuMber 017

L O. five more the numbe

7. The t o t of --mber of cents in

(11 = re of n

The nut. decrabe

'1U. reeiv-

0.

cent per go

cents.

on an al ta test coniAing

quarters, 0 ,dime*, n nickels.

ee tin:' .4tarth -

r_u the sum of and y.

11. Thu Th.7_2 feet In tite ara f a 2'llare

-u[_-be fet in the side of the quart_,

represents.the

12. Th!.- numis in the perime of a recie 71c, if ic the

hum:ter of -Inches L lehrth rtn0 the length in twicb the width,

The th4 ill of the numbers is and the

larrer numter ILL

1 0



MAtchin Open Phrases and: English Phras

DIRECTION Questi6no 14-21.4 In each of the following select

an English phrase which might be representeti4by

16. 12n

17. --
12 -

18. 2n 1

19. 10 > 5(4n)

n - 15

15 - n

the given open phrase;

, a. Cost in cents of one orange at n, cents.

per dozen

h. Annii7 salary

per month

1
The successor of

Two more th,

at n dollars'

number

P met a

7-,

The number of feet in yards

f. The number of in o fee-

The number of :en _ in n dimes and

in .nlckelE.

John's age in 2, n years c if he

is now 1 ye_ old,

The numbe# ihat 1: 15 'coo

104



Writing Open Sentence for English [ente

DIRECTIONS:' QUest ons22-

. English

ces:

open sente e for each

22. The number of rakels n in ,john' zf bockot ir not Teho than

Five leis ban the t

The number of inctlee in the :tido of a

35i inches.

In a clash of 27 ett

the number of Fyirls.

rqUa is

number o

aid h perimeter

The sum of two-thirds _ a number r an three-fourths of thf sw

- is 51.

.)
7. The-sum of the:w ole number w and ito 0 ccehset equal tct 1(0.

28. .john Ear moreAllhn 15 :inn in hir nocket r which there- --o n nickels

-al-id = t m. a:c mrari: cl ne. an nlekels.

John ha 1 -

climes than nickel

L;iti,811117C,

tc conhlriirr- ni nickels and more

The number of n cp

r,reater than 40.

The length of a rectanf7le

is square inchec

Florio bought

and spent 4;1.71.

llsh in cess than 50 and.

role that twice the width

oc' them cent stumps - some 8-cent

))-10!5 J-



Chap THE

True- Fa_L-, e

1. Tlie opposite of tle oppOn
4

2. For every real nth

to r.

For evel real numVer z, y, ai:AJ]ut(:

opposite or- r.

4. For ery pocitive roal

The set of all t-

numberovof ari_thmetic.

The

L

1 ra,iorial ouriLe

a real nimber

If a rro

fOiJovi true:

1 jon:

11. nr der

2 is caklod

Each necativ,-

1. The set of 9_11 nor_-:erc, c(o9

opera-1:10 0

For al.!

nilmH1 iyo number,

e- ua

o-di of Idee m f of a_JJ_
.

11 real number

> co:adtly ono of

(2:itor of t.1-1Q tom eJer nto in

poitLvr: mher=

clo ed caner



17. Writ7e the common numeral. for the opposite of

18. Write an order statement connecting -2 w'id, th opposite of -2.

19. Consider the two-paints with coordinates -is and The point ILth

coordinate -it is to the at the point with con?Idinato -3.5.
L-1

Tright, ter0

20. Write a sentience having the same mPning as "a using the symbol

4,,A1

Mul_Aple C iise:

21. Which of the following nemnerh is the :preatoot?

a. The opposite of 0.21. , -e The opposite of -0.28.

b. alhe opposite of- 0.25. 7. The opposite of -0.25.

22. If

a. -t

('

is negative, which of the folXbwieg Ts norpfltive9

b. I tl

If we know that v, x, and y are-read numbers with
, Iv( IxI

IX! = lyi, then we may he sure that

a. v = y (S!. y or v > y

b. 'p y or V y d- v _ y or V = =y

24. Uhieh of tho followinm ha: the ;.anus truth oet as the open sentence

(-x) 4 ?

a. lx1 04 b. -I _J) a. x,/

25. Vanich one of the Sal low Idig the truth set as the opensame

Sentence a 0 ?

U. X > 0 0. x u

2(). Given the open sentences:

< x and

II. < x and.

III. (-2) x and t

IV. (-3) > x And x

Men 0 is the truth set. of

a= I and -II only b. III and TV only

10;'

o. ii only d. IV only



Trt- 4-ileto of Open 5enteUee5:

Find the truth set of the open oentenee - -y

28. Find th"ruth 5-et.of the open tentence- 5=

Graphs:

29'4 Draw the graphof the cot of internrs tharc !4 and F7eater than -4.

DIEECTION: Questionn Draw the (_;ranh of the ti-s A t6t

of each-of the followinr noon tentenceh.

W. -y fd

> 72

32.

< 0

sf.,:u iji=1:;d3 J-±4.



chapter PROFEETIES QF ADDITION

'Find -o on Name:

DIRECTIONE: Questions 1 10 Find the :ate on -1-ame > eaoh

of the followirt7.

3 (20) -

2. ( :)

-(-

10

+

1? I:

h 1 1-701-

none ace

Which of the follow

1-

]ditive inverses?

two It depends on the number.

hat how many additive inversoc?

d. It depe nd: on the nturt

zo7?e runner then n is

nuh-

art.y real. number except zero



i 1 !

20.

rtn d pvt-2ry

I um II

!-1111:11 nz, r_rnQ



Finding Truth%Sets!

DIRECTIONS: Questions 21-25. Find the truth sets of each of

the following open sentences.
4144

21. 12 t = (_t)

(-12) + t (-4)

(-12) +

24. lxi 5 = 8

a. 23 + I-ti , 10

Completion:

26. at is the distance between -7 and 3 on the number line?

27.' What is the distance between -8 and 8 on the nuMber line?

28(7 Tf the sentence = Ic trne for some ;:lumber then

12-
y trIle for the same Y.

20. -7) 11 -11) 11 (-Ai) lo true because of the .

,73

property of

'30. (7 13)

property el

_13) + -17) + is true because of the

31= If x + (-3 ) - 7 is true for some number x, then x + (-3 3 7 3

is true for the same numbcr x because or the pThoperty of

See, aricu, TC" 1-).

p.

171
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Chapter 8. P4OPERTIE9 OF MULTIPLICATION

Fitic ng Coffin Name:

DIRECTIONS: Questions.l-8. Write the common name for each

of the followi.

4. (

1( 1(-3)

7 + (-7))

-7)

Completion:

. Si- _ify the expression (-3a 4ab).

10. If the product. of the real numbers t r 12 zero and t is

negative, then /r is

11. (-5)

12.

14.

15.

Of

(-5
of

1

5
is true because of the property

is true because of the property

If is.true for some number x, then (3x)k

true for the same number x because of the multiplication property

of equality.

(-5x)

112
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DIRECTIONS: 'questions 16.1. eah of the following

indiated produets as an indicated sum, collect

. terms and eimplify.

16. (4x -3Y)

. 18. (5x 2

1) =

Multiple Choice:

19. Which 01 the followinc is a correct epplication of the distributive

prelOqrty?', -0(-12)

(- -1) (-12 ) 5

L, (-12)(-6 ) +

V. -6

-a- (-12)

20. Which of the folluwih.7 is a co-frect way to write the opposite of

(x + (-y ) as all iladicatd

V

b. X + y

sec, EL.10, It 2-4, 6, 3.

113



Chapter "9. MULTIPLICA TTVE 1N E

2.

FLILIIIEE Common Name=

1

T110`

1

7n-

klultIple Choice:

If n < -1 and: t is the multiplicative inverse of n, which of the

following sentences is true?

a. t n 1

The number x

a solution of

b. t n 0 c. n

is a sol tioo of +'4x = x + 6 if aRei only if x is

3x * 1 .' 0 b. 3x . 1 , c . x 3 - 0 d. x= 3

The sentence 2x + 5 = 1 is equivalent to

x+ 2. 0 b. x 3 0 c. d. x- 3

6. If p is positive and n is negative, whih of the following sentences

is no true?

a. = 0
p

4
1 1

- 0 0
n P n

7. If n is negative and t is the reciprocal of n, which of the

following, sentences is not true?

16. nt . 1 b . n + t =.0 c.

114

t

1
d. = I

n



DIRECTIONS: Queetions 8 -12. Find the truth net of each of

the following.

2 3x = 0

9- 8x 4- (-3 (-11)

10.

11. x(x 0

12. 0

also, T.C. -- 211-212, Items 5,7, 9-10.



Chapter 10. PROPERTIES OF ORDER

Completion:

DIRECTIONS: 4 ue ztion8 .1-1e correct syn7ol.

1. (-28) 213

2. (-1.99

3. (-1.9 -.99

4.

30) + 213

.99) _ (-2.01)(
(-

(2.01)(1.

Order statements:

If x < y for every choice of the variables,

connecting -x anti -y.

If y for Every choice-of the variables Ia e an order a

. connecting x (-3) and y

7. If t >

If

. If y 0, make an orde

10. If

y = x t,

ak an

_ anent

ntatement connecting x and y.

order statement connectiro y arid

( Y and

coilecting

Multiple Choice:

11. It x be a real number such that,

ix- true

1P. If, (

following

b.

,r1). for come number

rue for the seine x?

Then 1-'7:11

0

Y

and

d.

allowing

a which or the



in sentences has the :fame

The sentence

x > =1

For

3 > 2

_al numbers'

. r > t

equivalent to

16. Which of the.following iFc true if

x < y

Finding Truth Sets:

17. Find 9e truth set of

18. Find the:truth net Of

14'

.Graphinj Truth Sets:

151. Graph the'trUth set of x 4 < 0.

y

-1

and

c.

x < -4 3

x < 1

then

rt

-2) y < 4 +' y,

`Ora h the truth set of (-;
21. Graph the truth set.of -5x

Whiting 102212 Sentences:

taIRECTIONS: Questions 22 and 23. Wi te en open sentence or

each English sentence. DO NOT SOLVE.

> 8.

c. x <y d.. x = y

product of two consecMtive whole numbers is greater than 100

the larger number is y.

23. The sum of a number t and its reciprocal is not less than the opposite

of the number.

S also, T.C., 9F, pages 210-212, Items 1-8.
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Chap ter BUBTRA ON AND ravigioN

cOMpletion:

Questions

the following.

01,

5. What number loss than

6. What is the dfstance between =10 and -50 ?

7. What is the 640tance between -10 and 50 ?

6. For any real numbers x and y, the difference x - y is the s

the sum of x and

For any real numbers x and y, :0, the quotient, x divided by

y,' is the same' as the product or x and

11411,1ple Choice:

10. Consider the operation of subtraction. Which of the folowing statements,

is true?

a. Subtraction is associative but not commutative.

b. Subtraction is commutative but not associative.

c. Subtraction is associative and commutative.

d. Subtraction is neither associative nor commutative

11. Consider the operation of division. Which of the following statements,

is true?

a. Diviaion is, associative but not commutative.

b. Division is commutative but not associative.

c. _Ivision is associative and commutative.

d. Division is neither associative nor commmutative..

118



12. Let R be the set of

negative real numbers.

of subtraction?

al numbers and let S be the:set of all

ich of these is(are) closed under the operation'

S only , c. Both R and S d. Neither ndr S

13. Let' g be the set of all real numbers,except zero and let S The the

set of all negative real numbers. Which of these is(are) closed under

the operation of division?

a. R only .

ti

If

only C. Both ana S d. Neither Rnor S

x is any numb_er'for which Ix A° 21 < 3 is true, then, which of the

following is true?

a. The distance between

b. The distance between

c.' The distance between

d. The distance between

is less than 3.

-2 and x is less than 3.

-2 and -x is less than

2 and x is less, than 131-.

15. Which o _he following is a earre2t translation of the sen

distance between x and : is greater than 5"?_,

Ix 41 >a

b. Ix f(-4)1

c. x 4

d. x (-4)

"the :ft

Order Statements:

'16. If y - x is a negative number, write an order statement connecting .

x and y.

17. If s, y, and z are real nutberz and y - z is a positive number,

''/
write an order otatem t\ connecting x -.y and x - z.

See, T.C., 9F, p

10-11.

Items 1, j-k, o, q; 2; 4, b, d;

119
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Completion:

1. List the four smallest prime numbers.

The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic tells us that every positive integer

except one.snd the primes-has

factorization.

If n is odd, then

one prime
ctlypat le

4. Findl-the prime factorization

Find two numbers whose product is 120 and whose sum is 29.

Find the smallest positive integer y which 6 is a factor of

12 13y.

Multiple Choice:

Which of the following numbers does not have any proper prime factors?

9.

10.

11.

115 143 133

Which of the following is not divisible by

34
a.

34(62 23)
c.

b.
4

6- 3
_4

is a factor of which of the following?

a. + 2' b. 23 3 c.

the same number as

a. 5 + 5 + 5 +

4 + 4 + 4 ÷ 4 + 4 d.

41 simple name for (34

b. 3-- C
_12

a. 3
9 i0

d.

3 ?

62

e

23

- 5

4

d.

117

23

42

' 5

4 . 4

d.

127

_24

T.C., 9F, pages 309-310, Items 1-8, 11.

120
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FRACTION'S

On: v

2 1
Find the .ea gt common denominator QC -

Find the produci:of -1 and the reciprocal Qi
7

3. The fractiOn, may be interpreted as the ratio of
(

4. When we

excludes

5the phrase
+ 5 )

and

Write the common name for:

7-

Questions 7-12. Simplify.

11.

x

3 x + 6
6x+ 3

11 +
12.

1 - x

we assume that:the domain of

Writing Open Sentences:

13. Write an open sentence for the following problem.5 DO NOT SOLVE. -

If the numerator of the fraction is

decreased by x, the value of the

resulting fraction is -1. By what

amount was the numerator decreased?

121
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' M41t*ple Choice:

11 IVx and 'y are real numbers such that x < y <,0, which of he

followini& is positive?

1
d. I C.

122
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Chapter 14. EXPONENTS

NAtlFie Choicel

-2 -1 0
Which of the following games h ame number as (5x ) if x

is 2

1 0

z
Which of the following names the game cumber

7 . 1

-2
4

c. -d.

Which of the following names the same number as

a. 39 b. 4(34 9

4. Which of the following gigmes the same number as 2

3

8.

d
320

b. d.

If
1 0

2- x = 5819 is true for some -ositive integer x, which of he

following is true?

a. 2 is a factor of x. c. Both 2 and 5 are factors of x.

b. 5 is a factor of a. d. Neither nor 5 a-,e factors of x..

Completion:

If x and y are numbers for which 0-3

are true sentences, then x + y

If u and v er nu _ers for wh

then .1L
u

DIRECTIONS:

and = are -rue,

icow, A-1. Simplify ana write answer with

positive exponents only. Assume no variable has

the value 0.

129
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-o T.C. 9F, page 10,- Items 9, 10, a and f.



1.

er 15. RADICALS

Completion:

'17

i&)

or 1-4. 'Simplify each o following.

DIRECTIONS: Questions 5 and 6. Rationalize the denominator.

DIRECTION: questions 7_9. Simplify. Assume that .x and y

are positive numbers.

(.5 4- 1)(1/R

X1/7

10. The number 1P:'-+

,

13,iS not
number line.

11. If if is a square root of the positive real number t, then the

opposite of if

the coordinate of a point on the

i3,i5 not

12. For every real number r

1. For every number

a square root of t.

14. The nu .00084 may be written as X 10 where n



15. If r is a real number, which of the following names a positiVe

sal number?

b. 4-77 c. _-r d.

If 300 is used as a first approximation to _3500, the best second

'approximation is

278 b 578
1289

d. 2_

17. If 11.57 m 7.211 and 157f- m 2 ,which of fhe folio g approximations

is incorrect?

(Remember that the symbol

xvil

m.228.0

22.8

d.

e.

read. "is approximately equ to"

8.002 520

)/5216o

15f(3 2:

15200 m

DIRECTIONS:

Column A

19.

20.

e, also, T c- pe

Qubstions 18-20. DO NOT 2IMP4IFY. Match each

expression in Column A with the corresponding

domain of the variable as described in Column B.

I

Column B

Set of all real number-

Set of all real numbers except zero.

.Set of all non-negative real numbers.

Set of all positive real numbers.

Items 1-,

126



er 16. FACTORDIG

Which of the followinag is a polynomial of degree

a. (x3 43

-

b.. x3 4- X - x
2

x
3

2. 5x3

9x
2
- 6xy + y

2

- 6___ + 3m

-- 5. 3a2 : 6a + 3

2
3X--

2 + x3

DIRECTIONS: Questions 2-8. Fee or completely.

6.
2

6mn + 2m n - 4n
2

3y
2

-,27

Factor x
2

- 10x 21 by completing the square.

It

2x-
2

9x

10. x2

DIRECTIONS: Questions 9 and 10. Find the truth set

5 0

DIRECTIONS: Questions 11-14. Write each expression in common

polynomial form.

11. (2a 4- 3a 5) +

12. (31)2 = 2t7+

13. 3y2(2 - 4y)

14. (la - 5)

(7a - a 11)

15. A form with ratiorial denominator for

T.C., 9F No reference
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Ch xtcr 17. quADRATic IOLYNO MIAIS

Itip1a ice:

2
x,

Which of these is f--

x-
2 .

6 III. x x 6

le- over the integers?

II enbr C6 III only II, III

e. none of these

Consider the polynomials:

2
I. x - 6 II. x

2
6 III. x- 6x

Which eof these is factorable over the real numbers but is not factorable

over the integers?

I only b. II only c. III only

e. none of these

I, II, III -

Consider the farms:

I. x(x 2) - 1 II. (x - 2 III. (x I 1 -

Which of these is a factored form of x
2

+ 2x - 1 ?

I only b. II only c. III only d. I, II, III

e. none of these

ne the standard form the quadratic polynomial x 5x.+ 8.

128
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5. nd the truth det of the equation

(2,4) b. (2,-4)

}°+ 1 0.

(-2;4) -2,-4)

6. Which one of the following quadratic polynomials=can be f« and over the

reale but cannot be factored over the integers?

a. 2 x2
d. 2 2 x

2

b. -1 2x

- -
2.

2x )1-

Factor' Completely:

7. iF
2 7

8, 2x
22

3x - 2

Find the Truth Set of:

9z 5x2 4x _1

10. x 7 = 6x

pageo 'S's)2-J-L' Items 2

pages §7D 571, Item

129
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1.

RATIONAL ECPRESSIONS

Completion:

The domain of x for the expression

number(s)

The expression S-11-2)" --2

value(s of°the variable.

does not include the

id x 5 name the same number for

(all,some,no

- 2Find the quotient and the remainder if 6x
.

,x is divided by 2x.

Quotient -is , remainder is

(x 1) 2

x-
2

- 1

DI CTIONS: Questions 4-6. Simplify. Write your result as a

3 1
5-

6..

3x-

x 2

Mul ple Cbnice :'

single indicated quotient of two polynoMials which,

do not have common factors.

7. Consider the expressions:

x lx II. x +

Which of these is a=rctional expression?

a. l only

Find the truth set:

See, al so, 'I% C%

II only c. III only

e. none of these

,7,L41:e 3)2_ Tter:Is I, 10,

1?.0

I, II, III



er 19. TR= SETS OF OPEN SENTENCES

Maltiple Choice:

l An operation which alwayo yields an equivalent eentence is

a. multiplying both members of the nelgy the some

expression.

b. adding the name real number to both members.

c. squaring both members.

-
2. For any real -numbers x and. y, the sentence x - y is equivalent t

a. x y d, !xl y

b. x -y é. (y - x)(y x )_0

n, x lyl

Which of the following sentences is equivnleht to the open

sentence x + 5 . 0?

T. 50 0 II. x(2

a. I only b. LE only c. both I and II d. neither I nor II

4. Which of the following sentences is equivalent to the open

sentence Ox - 1- 0?
T

I. (Ox - 1)- . 0 II. (2x1 1

.ionly h. II only b:. both I chid II d. neither I nor II

Pd the truth set:

X - 9 X

6. 1/77:-17 2 -

7. 2 ?)(x 1)

8. - 9)(x

9. 1

x- 1

X < 0



10. 2x . )7 - 1

11. x(x - 2) 2(x - = 0

12. x

13. (x2 +i

14.
X 2

15. 41x1 >

. DIRECTIONS: .estions Graph the truth net of each of

the following sentences.

<1

<0

See, also, T.C., 9F, pages 436-437, Items 1-11.

.;?
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Chapter 20. THE GRAPH OF 0

DIRECTIONS: Questions 1-4. Refer to

the graph shown at the

right and the points

A, B, C, D, E.

1. Name a point whose first coordinate

is O.

2. Naive _a point whose abscissa is -2.

e a point whose abscissa is negative and

4. In which quadrant is point B?

whose ordine- e is negative.

In which quadrant is a point each coordinate of the point is nega

6. What is the value of k if the line 5x + 3y - 2 . 0 contains the

point (4,k )?

What is value of t if the point is on the line with equation

tx - 5y 4 . 0?

8. What is the slope of the line containing the origin and

9. Write an equation of the line through-- -- 5) with no slope.

10. Write an equation of the line through (-3,5) with slope O.

11. Write an open sentence which describes the set of ordered pairs for

which- the ordinate is twice the opposite of the abscissa if

one o h e ordered pairs.

12. Find the slope of the line through the points (3--2

13. Find an equation of t line through the points (3,-2 (-5,-6).

,Write your result in 4- form Ax + By + C 0, where A, B, C are

integers.

14. Find the y-intercept of the line with equation 2x y + 3 .-

15. What is the slope of all lines p_-allei to the line with equation

2X +y+ = 0 ?

is

1 3 9



16. Write the y-form of an equation of the line whose y-intercept is (0,-2

and whose slope is 5.

17. Write the y-,form of the equation 2x + 5y - 10 - O.

18. Draw the graph of 2x 5y - 10 O.

19. Consider "x 0" as a sentence in two variables x and y.

Then draw the graph of x 4- O.

See, also, T.C., 9F, pages 498-4)7, Items 6; 7, a, h, c, e, I; B; 9-11.

6
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Chapter 21. GRAPIriOF OTHEE OPEN OPIEINCFF IN 'IWO 1F

1. Whic! 1 of the folloi,rihi- open 2en1erice5 decrire the half plore Eitich that

eve_f oreitna.te 1. roireater tron five tir the

d

2. W1;ich of the opel otioten dercriiieL tne aot i L poin

for whioh the D non-cu.:At:Lye num[erV

it. X

c. vertiool

nadr of h,Driz'oritiiM lit oh. d. or Of vertireJ Tines.

4. nh ii' trtr 0 pen .m2ritenc2e:i desori:fec a pair of line parallel

to it oertioo rO. ormi tinitd from the vertiohl ftxis?

1,1 .i-! d. x 3YI

ii oroph if thu oi,terioo 1y1 e_x?

C

137,
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6. Which of the following is the graph of the sentence y < x

C

. MI6
11111.11.1.1111011
1111111111111111411111

111111111r41111111
IIIIIMMI11111111111

1g MEM MINIM
11 11011111111111111111

Igin1111111111111111111

411111P111111111111111

See, al2o,. 'P.C., 9F, pages 498-499, Ittris t); 7, d g, b; 12-14.



Chapter 22. 0TENIS OF EQU_ IONS AND INEQUALITIES

Multiple Choice:

1. If graphs of two equations are parallel lines, then the system has

0

a. no solution.

b. one solution.

c. two solutions.

d, infinitely many solutions.

The graph of the truth set of the sentence

. S

" 3x + 2y

is

and + 1 s 0 "

a. wpair of parallel lines. e. one line.

b. a pair of intersecting lines, d, one saint.

3. The graph of the truth set of the system

x > 5

is

a. one point.

b. one line.

c. a pair of intersecting lines.

d. the entire plane.

e. a region.

4. The g7raph of the truth set of the system

iSS

a. one Point. d, the entire plane.

b. one line. e. s1: region.

c. a pair of intersecting lines.
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/
Detemine which of the grapho'shown below iL the graph of the triitt set

of the system

y x

2x - y > 1

t.

6. Determine which one cf the followinr ordered paire ic a oolution of the

/stem

-L. (o,)) (o,-' (-4,0) d. (4,0)

7f Which one of the followlh nentence6 to equivalent to the sentence

a- x + > and y - 0, 6 . x 0 or y - > O.

in x2eC aid ocO. x f- 2 <- 0 or y 3 a,

e . 2 > 0 y - or x 2 -.6 0 arid



Completion:

Tbe system p

x + y c

+ 3y = 4 - c

has infinitely many solutions if c equal

If ((a,3a)) is the t_

then b equals

he system

_ y , 0

x + y b

10. Find the point of in ersection of the lines y - x and -2y + x

11. Find. an equatio= of the vertical line through the point of

of the lines x + y + = 0 and, x = 1 -25

12.- Find the solution set of the system

- x + 3 = 0

- 1 , 0.

13, Graph the truth net of the open s'- enc._

2)(y

o, T.C., 9F pages %&0 242, Items 1-11.



Chapter 23 GRAPHS OF QUADRATIC POLYNOMIALS

Multiple Choice:

1. Find an equation .of the graph obtained by moving the graph of y

three units to th'e right and vertically downward five units.

a. y = (x

b. y (x - ) 5

c. y = (x
2

d. y = (x

Find the vertex of the parabola whose equation is

a. (2,3 ) b.

e. none of these

2
x + 2y

c. -2,-3) d. (-193) e.

Find an equation of the axis of the parabola y = -

a. b. x . -3 c. y = 1

Determine the largest value of the expressitt -(x -

L. 2 d.

5. If c and d are negative realVnumbers , the graph of

a. lies entirely above the x-Etxts.

b. lies entirely below the cc-axle.

c. cannot cross the x-axis.

d. touches the x-axis in exactly one Mdrit .

e. crosses the x-axis in two points.

1.

y -1

C. -7

Which one- or' the following equations does not have two different real

solixt.itfh-s?

a. xx0 c,),. xi + 4x + 3

x' + 4x + C. xi + 4x + 4 ,

4x + 2 = 0



7. The truth of x- + 4x 1 0 is

a, ( 2 - VT,

b. ( -2 + 17, 2 + /7:0

0. + -2

d. ( 2 - 17, -2 -

8. With reference to LI ing le :let of coordi nate drnm the graphs of

a. y = x

b y

See, cti so, T. C. , p!ue,-; 170=)71, Iteffic

1 4 1
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Chapter 24: FUNCTIONS

1 Let g be a function defined by the equation

g(

The domain f g does not include

a. 0 t. 2 c. -2 d.

2. Let f be the function defined by the equation

:3

f(x) m x-, for every real number x.

Find f(a + 1) - f(a - 1).

a. to 4 c. 2a

e. -

C. -2a e. 4a.

Consider the function f such that f(e) d, where c and d axe

real numbers. 'Alen one or the following points is on the graph of f?

a. (c,d) to (d,c) c. (-c,-d) ci. (-d,-c) e. none of theca

4. let C be the linear function defined by the equation

0
f(x) = 5x + 7, for every real number x.

1,Ani m number c such tat f(c) m 0.

5. Let r he the function deflaed. by the equation

g(x)

Find g

See, also, S.C., puges

f().r- every re0. nuncter a.

14:z'
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